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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

1
SG 1902 (c.) DLR Minerva head printer's samples, with 'AFRICA/2½d' duty plate, set of 8 imperforate on
unwatermarked wove, in dull green and brown-orange, dull and bright purple, dull green and violet, and dull
green and carmine, each on both uncoated ordinary and chalk-surfaced papers, very fine unmounted o.g. De La
Rue proposed this keyplate design to the Cape, O.F.S., Natal & Transvaal with the intention of making stamp
production more economical, although agreement was not reached with all parties, chalk surfaced paper was
introduced for the KEVII issues of Natal and Transvaal 

P201013373 £495

BASUTOLAND

2
SG 11s/14s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 6d, perf 'SPECIMEN' (type D19), fine unmounted o.g. with fresh colours 

P223000787 £190

3
SG 18s/28s 1938 set of 11 to 10s, perf 'SPECIMEN' (type W8a), fresh unmounted o.g. 2d 6d and 5s each with a
short perf, still a wonderfully fresh set, seldom offered in unmounted condition. (cat £375) 

P212021629 £325

4 |  EMAIL: AMANSI@STANLEYGIBBONS.COM
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4
SG 36/37 1948 RSW 1½d and 10s, blocks of 4, unmounted o.g. 

P212021967 £195

5
SG 60a 1961 2ct on 2d deep bright blue and orange, error surcharge inverted, unmounted o.g. 

P201000399 £300

6
SG 64a 1961 10ct on 1/- bronze-green and purple surcharge Type II, marginal unmounted o.g. (lightly hinged on
front of selvedge). One short perf at right otherwise very fine 

P189011076 £160

7
SG 69/79 1961-63 Decimal currency set of 11 to R1, Script wmk, unmounted o.g. 

P212012406 £100

5WWW.STANLEYGIBBONS.COM/COMMONWEALTH
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8
SG Revenue. 1935 (8 Oct) typewritten Estate Liquidation and Distribution Account document, bearing 1933 KGV
Revenue £1 black x5 and 1933 Postage 5s violet and 1s orange x4, tied by five strikes of 'RESIDENT
COMMISSIONER / MASERU, BASUTOLAND' oval ds in magenta. Folded for display, and one £1 with punch
hole, still fine and fresh. Attractive and scarce in such lovely condition. 

P201013850 £350

6 |  EMAIL: AMANSI@STANLEYGIBBONS.COM

Show
n at 75%
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9
SG Revenue. 1937 (13 Apr) typewritten page from a 'GENERAL BOND' document, bearing (on reverse) 1933 KGV
Revenue £1 black BLOCK OF 20 (4x5) plus vertical pair and single, and 1933 Postage 5s violet x2 and 1s orange
x2, each initialed and tied by several strikes of 'RESIDENT COMMISSIONER's OFFICE / MASERU,
BASUTOLAND' oval ds in magenta, with matching boxed H/S on the face. An exceptional and most remarkable
usage, in superb condition. [N.B. Although high value revenue frankings are not unknown from Basutoland, this is
by far the largest intact multiple of the £1 on document we can recall seeing.] 

P201013851 £1,750

7WWW.STANLEYGIBBONS.COM/COMMONWEALTH

Show
n at 75%
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10
SG 15/17 1888 1s, 2s, 2s6d, large part o.g. to o.g. with
very fresh colours. The 2s with slight gum disturbance,
the 2s6d superb. (cat £185). 

P223003771 £140

11
SG 18 1888 5s green and black, brilliant o.g. Very fine. 

P190002319 £130

12
SG 21 1888 £5 lilac and black, fresh o.g. Odd
fractionally shortish perfs mentioned for accuracy, still a
fine and attractive example of this key rarity. 'Turpin'
H/S on reverse. Ex Inglefield-Watson (Spink 3 Oct
2007, lot 1060). 

P190003800 £3,750

13
SG 77 1913-24 2d orange, die II, wmk simple cypher,
lower left corner block of 4 with control "V23" (imperf),
fresh large part o.g. (lower pair unmounted). Very fine
and scarce in this proving positional form. 

P178005174 £250

14
SG 77 1913-24 2d orange, die II, wmk simple cypher,
lower left corner block of 4 with control "W23" (perf),
fresh large part o.g. (lower pair unmounted). Very fine
and scarce in this proving positional form. 

P178005175 £250

BECHUANALAND
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15
SG 80 1913-24 4d grey-green, Wmk Simple Cypher,
block of six (3x2), lightly used with legible strikes of
FRANCISTOWN cds, dated "11 APR 1927". An
uncommon multiple. (cat £252+). 

P223003775 £195

16
SG 86 1913-24 2s6d sepia, D.L.R. printing, lightly used
with nearly complete Francistown cds, dated "6 FEB
1?". Odd shortish perfs, still a really fine commercially
used example. Very scarce thus. (cat £225). 

P223003726 £175

17
SG 88 1913-24 2s6d chocolate-brown, Bradbury
Wilkinson printing, fresh large part o.g. 

P223003496 £90

18
SG 88 1913-24 2s6d B.W. printing, two horizontal pairs in strongly contrasting shades ("pale brown" and chocolate-
brown), each attractively cancelled by central Francistown cds (different types), dated respectively "4 NOV 1927"
and "25 APR 28". The former with unobtrusive faults (separation, left stamp with blue crayon and punctures, right
stamp creasing), latter fine to very fine (right stamp with a couple of shortish perfs), nevertheless a handsome duo
of commercial usages which would display well. Very scarce. (cat £640+). 

P223003765 £395

19
SG 88/9 1913-24 2s6d chocolate-brown and 5s rose-carmine, B.W. printing, each with large part Francistown cds
showing year "29". Minor marks and wrinkles, still a fine commercially used pair, with excellent perfs. Scarce thus.
(cat £435). 

P223003728 £325
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21
SG 89, 98, 94 1930 (6 Jan) Parcel piece bearing 1913-24
Bradbury Wilkinson 5s rose-carmine (horizontal pair), 1s
bistre-brown horizontal pair and 3d violet, each tied by
complete 'FRANCISTOWN/ BECHD. PROTEC.' cds dated
'6 JAN 30'. A lovely commercial franking. 

P223003250 £650

22
SG 98 1925-27 1s bistre-brown, Wmk Block
Cypher, block of four, centrally cancelled by full
FRANCISTOWN cds, dated "19 JAN 1927", with
a further part strike above. Minor separation at
foot, still a fine block. 

P223003776 £100

20
SG 88/9 1913-24 B.W. printings 2s6d chocolate-brown horizontal pair and 5s rose-carmine vertical pair, each with
part strikes of 1929 Francistown cds (the 5s clearly dated "25 MAR"), hinged to original pieces from red/white
bilingual South African parcel labels, the latter preserving part of address (to [St]andard Ba[nk Bulawayo]). The
2s6d pair with minor creasing at top, 5s pair with slight wrinkling affecting upper stamp only, still a fine and very
scarce duo of commercial usages, with excellent perfs and centring. (cat £870+). 

P223003768 £650

23
SG 99/110 1932 set of 12 to 10s, large part o.g. to o.g. with fresh colours. A couple of trivial blemishes, still a fine
set with perfs and centring far above average. 

P212000188 £450
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25
SG 110 1932 10s black and brown,
fine used with near complete
Francistown cds. Fine for this
elusive top value, this just the third
used example we have handled in
20 years. 

P223003495 £325

26
SG F1 Postal fiscal. 1910 (July) 6d
black and brown-orange, type F1
opt on Transvaal, fresh part o.g.
Odd shortish perfs barely detract.
Only 1500 sold. (cat £200). 

P223003770 £125

27
SG F1 Postal Fiscal. 1910 6d black
and brown-orange, type F1 opt on
Transvaal, lower marginal
horizontal PLATE BLOCK of four,
unmounted o.g. (mounted in
margin only) The first plate block
we have handled in any condition
and a highly desirable rarity, with
only 25 panes overprinted. 

P223003248 £1,500

28
SG F1 Postal fiscal. 1910 (July) 6d
black and brown-orange, type F1
opt on Transvaal, tied to piece by
large part LOBATSI cds, dated "JY
13 10". Very scarce in used
condition. Only 1500 sold. 

P189003218 £375

29
SG F3, var Postal Fiscal. 1921 1d
scarlet, type F3 opt on South Africa,
horizontal pair with interpane
margin at right, the right stamp
showing prominent "broken stop"
variety, fresh o.g. (stamps
unmounted). Not previously seen
by us. 

P223003772 £150

24
SG 109, 107, 106, 103 1933 (5 Aug) Parcel piece bearing 1932 5s black an ultramarine horizontal pair, 2s6d black
and scarlet, 2s black and orange and 4d orange,a four colour franking of 14s/10d each tied by 'FRANCISTOWN/
BECHD. PROTEC.' cds dated '5 AUG 33B', the piece showing 'REG BULAWAYO' arrival cds dated "16 AUG" at
right. A spectacular commercial usage, and the highest franking of this issue we have ever handled. [N.B. The
correspondence this piece originated from leads us to believe that the parcel is likely to have contained Bullion sent
from Tati Company, Francistown to Standard Bank, Bulawayo] 

P223003236 £450
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30
SG 1898 (May-June) handwritten list of subscribers (numbers 58 thru 195) on three double-sided pages, bearing
Cape of Good Hope 1885 2s6d yellow-brown x7, 10s violet x3, 1878 £1 violet/orange x10, £2 dark green/orange,
and £5 red-brown/turquoise x2 (for a total of £24 7s6d), each initialled in M/S and tied by individual fine to very
fine strikes of 'CIVIL COMMISSIONER / VRYBURG' crowned oval ds dated '27 MY 98', '28 MY 98', '31 MY 98', '3
JU 98', or '17 JU 98'. Insignificant blemishes as to be expected, still a marvellous and rare assembly. 

P201004254 £550

12 |  EMAIL: AMANSI@STANLEYGIBBONS.COM
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31
SG Revenue. 1944 (1 Sep) typewritten 'NOTARIAL GENERAL BOND' document, relating to a loan of £1000,
bearing 1932 KGV Revenue £1 black and green, irregular block of 5, each neatly initialed and dated in M/S. Filing
fold at foot still fine and scarce. 

P201003800 £450

13WWW.STANLEYGIBBONS.COM/COMMONWEALTH
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32
SG Revenue. 1961 R10 on £5 orange-red and slate-
black, block of 4, affixed to fragment, fine used with
complete and part strikes of "THE REGISTRAR AND /
MASTER / HIGH COURT OF BOTSWANA" oval ds in
black, dated "29 DEC 1966". Attractive and scarce.
T&M 18.2 

P223002291 £250

BRITISH EAST
AFRICA

33
SG 34a 1895 (9 July) 1a blue-green, type 6 handstamp,
"overprint double" with two clear and well-spaced
impressions, fine large part o.g. with very fresh colour.
Rare, one of only two examples offered by us in the
past 20 years. 

P223002808 £750

34
SG 62 1895-96 3r brown and green, type 9 opt on
India, brilliant unmounted o.g. 

P223003113 £250

35
SG 63 1895-96 5r ultramarine and violet, fresh large
part o.g. 

P223003058 £180

B.O.I.C. - M.E.F.

36
SG M7a 1942 2d orange with Type M2a 'round stops'
overprint, applied at Nairobi, unmounted o.g. 

P223000946 £80

37
SG M8a 1942 3d violet with Type M2a 'round stops'
overprint, applied at Nairobi, unmounted o.g. 

P223000952 £130

38
SG M11/21 1943-47 set of 11 to 10s, opt type M3, unmounted o.g. 

P201009009 £85
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39
SG MD5s Postage Due. 1942 1s deep blue, opt 'SPECIMEN' (Type GB23), fine o.g. Scarce. 

P190004941 £190

B.O.I.C. ERITREA

40
SG E1/12 1948 B.M.A. set of thirteen to 10/-, fine used 

P212020867 £80

41
SG ED1/5 Postage Due. 1948 B.M.A. set of five, fine used 

P212020868 £110

42
SG ED6/10 1950 Postage Dues set of five to 1s on 1/- surcharged as Type ED1, with authentic cancellations and very
scarce as such 

P201010284 £180

43
SG ED9w 1950 30ct on 3d violet Postage Due surcharged BA ERITREA with watermark (sideways) inverted,
genuinely cancelled 

P201010285 £75

15WWW.STANLEYGIBBONS.COM/COMMONWEALTH
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B.O.I.C. SOMALIA

44
SG S1/9 1943-6 set of nine overprinted E.A.F., the 2/6d exceptionally in a block of four, MOGADISHU cancels 

P201010286 £65

45
SG S21/31 1950 set of eleven to 5s on 5/- surcharged BA SOMALIA, with genuine cancels and scarce as such 

P201010288 £150

B.O.I.C.TRIPOLITANIA

46
SG T14/26 1950 set of thirteen to 240l on 10/- surcharged BA TRIPOLITANIA, correctly cancelled 

P201010291 £180

47
SG TD1/5 1948 Postage Due set of five to 24l on 1/- surcharged BMA TRIPOLITANIA, authentically cancelled and
very scarce as such 

P201010290 £275

16 |  EMAIL: AMANSI@STANLEYGIBBONS.COM
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48
SG B3var 1915 1d on 10pf carmine, type 1 opt in blue,
variety surcharge misplaced 5mm to the left, showing
bisected "C" of "C.E.F." at left and right, very fine o.g.
Spectacular and very scarce, with only one sheet likely
to have been affected. 

P189009106 £100

49
SG B3ba 1915 1d on 10pf carmine, type 1 opt, double
opt one albino (with the albino impression 2mm below
and 5mm to the right of the inked opt), lower left
corner block of 4, fresh unmounted o.g. Upper right
stamp with tiny perf nick, and insignificant marginal
blemishes, but attractive and rare in this positional
form. (cat £640+) 

P189005444 £450

50
SG B11 1915 2s on 2m blue, o.g. Odd shortish perfs,
still much above average. Only 2000 issued. (cat £225) 

P189012197 £160

51
SG B12b 1915 3s on 3m violet-black, variety "s" broken
at top (R3/1), o.g. Traces of gum yellowing, still very
fine fresh appearance. Only 100 possible. (cat £900) 

P189012198 £700

52
SG B13 1915 5s on 5m carmine and black, o.g. Some
gum toning as often, still very fine fresh appearance.
Only 2000 issued. (cat £275) 

P189012199 £180

53
SG B13b 1915 5s on 5m carmine and black, variety "s"
broken at top (R3/1), large part o.g. Minor gum
creasing and tiny traces of gum yellowing, still very fine
fresh appearance. Only 100 possible. Collectors H/S on
reverse. (cat £1200) 

P189016990 £950

CAMEROON
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54
SG 1 1853 1d pale brick-red on deeply blued, Perkins
Bacon printing, good to large margins, neatly cancelled
by crisp part triangular cancel which leaves "Hope"
largely clear. Very attractive and much above average.
(cat £450) 

P223004587 £350

55
SG 1 1853 1d pale brick-red on deeply blued, Perkins
Bacon printing, good to very large margins showing
trace of adjoining stamp at left, superb used with
perfectly struck crisp part triangular cancel. Scarce in
such lovely condition. 

P223004585 £450

56
SG 2 1853 4d deep blue on deeply blued, Perkins
Bacon printing, square pair with good to (mostly) large
margins and fine colour, used with neat triangular
cancels. Much above average. 

P223004586 £475

57
SG 3 1853 1d pale brick-red on slightly blued, square
pair with good to enormous margins showing portions
of adjoining stamps on two sides, centrally cancelled by
part triangular obliterator. Light bend does not detract
from overall fine appearance. 

P212021351 £650

58
SG 3a 1853 1d brown-red on slightly blued paper,
Perkins Bacon printing, good to large margins, used
with part triangular obliterator. The cancel slightly oily,
with small indelible pencil mark on reverse, still above
average for this popular classic. (cat £375) 

P201013185 £225

59
SG 4 1853 4d deep blue on slightly blued paper, large
margins, neatly cancelled by crisp part triangular
obliterator. A fine example with excellent colour.
Pfenninger and Buhler h/s on reverse. 

P212020665 £170

60
SG 5a 1855-63 1d rose, Perkins Bacon printing, good to
large margins, neatly cancelled by part triangular
obliterator which leaves upper part of "Hope" clear. A
very nice example with delicate colour. (cat £300) 

P223004588 £225

61
SG 7 1855-63 6d pale rose-lilac, white paper, Perkins
Bacon printing, good to large margins, used with part
triangular obliterator. Suspicion of colour deterioration
as often, still above average for this delicate stamp. (cat
£350) 

P201013190 £225

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
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62
SG 8b 1855-63 1s deep dark green, Perkins Bacon printing,
close to very large margins, lightly used with part triangular
cancel. Much above average for this scarce stamp. (cat £550) 

P223004589 £325

63
SG 18 1863-64 1d deep carmine-red, De La Rue printing,
triangular block of 4 with close to large margins, large part
o.g. with lovely colour. Typical minor gum wrinkling still a
beautiful piece. 

P223004592 £1,100

64
SG 18b 1863-64 1d deep brown-red, DLR printing, good to
large margins except close at right corner, very lightly
cancelled. Most attractive. (cat £350) 

P223004584 £225

65
SG 23-Apr 1864-77 type 4 1d rose-red and 4d pale
blue, wmk CC, each H/S "SPECIMEN" (type D5),
part o.g. 4d with trimmed wing margin at left, but
fresh colours. A rare and attractive pair. 

P178011366 £650

66
SG 27 1868 (17 Nov) 4d on 6d deep lilac, type 5
surcharge in red, part o.g. with fine colour. Very
scarce in unused condition, and far above average.
BPA cert (2013) harshly states 'small part original
gum'. (cat £600) 

P190002780 £450

67
SG 53a 1884-90 1s blue-green, wmk cabled anchor,
very fine o.g. Scarce. 

P178011483 £180

68
SG 54 1884-90 5s orange, wmk Cabled Anchor,
brilliant o.g. A lovely fresh example of this scarce
stamp. 

P190002796 £180

69
SG 61/8 ex 64 1893-98 New colours part set of 7 to 5s (less 3d bright magenta), fresh and fine, large part o.g. to o.g.
Uncommon. (cat £315) 

P190002797 £275
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70
SG 68 1893-98 5s brown-orange, wmk Anchor, brilliant o.g. Very fine. 

P223002539 £150

71
SG Penalty: 1911 £10 lilac opt 'PENALTY.' on 1874 revenue issue, large part o.g. Yellowed gum as often found on
this issue (the overprint applied when the stamp was almost 40 years old!) still a fine example of this scarce stamp,
almost entirely free of the rubbing which so often blights this unusual provisional issue. 

P223001055 £225

72
SG 29, 37 1880 (OC 29) cover from King Williams Town (embossed 'Convent of the Sacred Heart' logo on flap) to
Austria, endorsed 'Via Ostende', franked at 8d by horizontal pairs of 1871-76 1d carmine-red and 1880 '3' on 3d
pale dull rose (type 10 surch), tied by several strikes of BONC '4', with '2½d' accountancy h/s in red below.
Backstamped at King Williams Town, Cape Town (NO 1), London (NO 23) and Innsbruck (25 11). One 1d folded
over the edge of the envelope, still very fine for this and to an unusual destination 

P201007340 £295

20 |  EMAIL: AMANSI@STANLEYGIBBONS.COM
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76
SG 6 1900 1d on ½d vermilion, type 1 surcharge on
Bechuanaland Protectorate, pos. 4 of the setting, fresh
large part o.g. Scarce in unused condition. Signed A.
Diena. 

P190017289 £325

77
SG 7 1900 3d on 1d lilac Bechuanaland Protectorate,
type 1 seriffed surcharge, fine used on piece, tied by
complete "MY 7" cds. Pos. 1 of the setting. 

P223003773 £160

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE - MAFEKING

73
SG 1 1900 1d on ½d green, seated "Hope", six examples tied to individual pieces by mostly complete strikes of cds
dated "MR 29", selected to show the six positions of the setting. Very fine and difficult to assemble, as a good
proportion of this value was surcharged with the so-called "first setting". [Pos. 5 and 6 show "no comma".] 

P189000181 £475

74
SG 3 1900 3d on 1d carmine 'Standing Hope', type 1 surcharge, pos. 2 of the setting, tied to piece by complete 'AP 2'
cds. Very fine. 

P212016780 £75

75
SG 3 1900 3d on 1d carmine, six examples tied to individual pieces by complete strikes of cds dated "MR 29",
selected to show the six positions of the setting. Very fine and difficult to assemble, as a good proportion of this
value was surcharged with the so-called "first setting". [Pos. 5 and 6 show "no comma".] 

P189000184 £375
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80
SG Z72 1867 GB 9d straw, wmk spray, plate 4, neatly
cancelled by mostly very fine "B02" numeral of Suez.
Creased SW corner perf, otherwise fine. A rarity, not
previously handled by us. Long listed in Part I, but no
price has ever been given. 

P189001231 £275

81
SG Z80 1867 GB 2s blue, neatly cancelled by very fine
nearly complete "B02" numeral of Suez. Far above
average for this very scarce usage. 

P189001233 £190

78
SG 17 1900 1d pale blue/blue "Cyclist", used on piece
with full "MY 17" cds on the last day of the siege.
Desirable thus, and very fine. 

P223003774 £375

79
SG 20 1900 'Baden-Powell' 3d deep blue/blue, design
18½mm wide, large part o.g. A fine and attractive
example. Very scarce in unused condition, and
exceptionally offered with original sales documentation
dated Nov 24th 1900 (Just 6 months after the siege)
from Wallace Bros 'Stamp Merchants and Importers'
stating "I can guarantee it perfectly genuine as I
purchased it from a friend of the gentlemen who
printed some at Mafeking". RPS certificate (1986) 

P201008162 £1,700

EGYPT

EGYPT BRITISH FORCES

82
SG ZA8 1885 GB 2½d lilac (1884 issue), crisply cancelled by very fine large part BRITISH ARMY POST OFFICE /
EGYPT cds, dated "MY 20 85". A fresh and attractive example of this very scarce usage at Suakin on the Red Sea.
Choice quality. 

P189000935 £225
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84
SG 4 1869-72 6d pale blue, no wmk, good to large
margins, crisply cancelled by nearly complete
'GAMBIA/PAID' cds in red, dated 'JY 19' (without year).
A lovely fresh example of this very scarce shade. BPA
cert (1990). 

P223002396 £1,100

85
SG 5w 1874 4d brown, wmk CC inverted, good to very
large margins, neatly cancelled by large part "GAMBIA /
PAID" cds in red, dated "JA 31 82". Fine and attractive.
(cat £400) 

P189009435 £325

86
SG 38a 1898-1902 1d carmine, variety "Malformed S",
from left pane R7/3, first printing only, brilliant o.g.
Light gum bend mentioned for accuracy, still very fine
and scarce. Only 250 possible, with a low survival rate
as a result of heavy postal use. (cat £425). 

P189003622 £375

87
SG 39a 1898-1902 2d orange and mauve, showing
variety Malformed "S" from left pane, R7/3, fresh o.g.
Fine and very scarce. 

P189014739 £500

83
SG 1882 (SP 15) blue O.H.M.S. envelope used unofficially (O.H.M.S. crossed through) to Wales, Sandbach
correspondence, endorsed "Active service no stamps available" with disinfection slit, very fine "BRITISH ARMY
POST OFFICE/EGYPT" despatch cds (type ZA1, Proud type D/S 4) at upper right, overstruck by fine "2½" and "T"
tax marks. Abergele (SP 6) arrival backstamp. The enclosed letter, written on the battlefield the day after the Battle
of Tel-el-Kebir, gives a very interesting account of the battle. Minor cover faults on reverse, but neat and rare. 

P178008756 £1,100

GAMBIA
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88
SG 40a 1898-1902 2½d ultramarine, variety Malformed
'S', brilliant large part o.g. From plate '2', left pane,
R7/3, first printing only. Very scarce so fine. Only 250
possible. 

P201012045 £475

89
SG 40as 1898-1902 2½d ultramarine, opt "SPECIMEN"
and showing variety Malformed "S" from left pane,
R7/3, fresh large part o.g. A couple of minor wrinkles,
still fine appearance. One of only 6 possible ! 

P189014738 £750

90
SG 41a 1898-1902 3d reddish purple and blue, variety
Malformed "S" from left pane, R7/3, fresh and fine,
large part o.g. Very scarce. Only 125 possible. 

P189014737 £750

91
SG 51a 1902-05 6d pale sage-green and carmine, wmk
CA, variety 'Dented frame' from left pane, R1/6,
brilliant large part o.g. Very scarce so fine. Only 100
possible. 

P190014518 £375

92
SG 54a 1902-05 2s deep slate and orange, wmk CA,
interpane margin at right, variety 'Dented frame' (left
pane, R1/6), unmounted o.g. and rare thus. Maximum
of 62 possible. 

P190014907 £950

93
SG 56a 1902-05 3s carmine and green/yellow, showing
variety "Dented frame" from left pane, R1/6, fresh and
fine, o.g. Very scarce and sought after. 

P189014735 £600

94
SG 63a 1904-06 5d grey and black, upper marginal,
variety "Dented frame" (left pane, R1/6), unmounted
o.g. and very scarce thus. A highly sought after variety,
especially in this condition. Only 7517 sold of basic
stamp (equivalent to less than 63 sheets). 

P189014734 £650

95
SG 66a 1904-06 10d olive and carmine, wmk MCA,
variety 'Dented frame' from left pane, R1/6, very fine
large part o.g. Very scarce. Only 14400 (= 120 sheets)
printed, of which 8400 (= 70 sheets) were destroyed in
1909. 

P190014526 £600
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98
SG 86/c 1912-22 Wmk MCA ½d deep green, lower left
corner block of nine with plate number "1", showing
variety "Split A" (R8/3), o.g. Some typical gum wrinkling
(and folded perfs between rows 8 and 9), not affecting
variety, still a fine multiple, and very scarce in this
positional form. 

P223003096 £175

99
SG 87c 1912-22 1d red, wmk MCA, horizontal pair, the
left stamp variety Split 'A' (left pane, R8/3), brilliant o.g.
Very fine, and particularly desirable in this se-tenant
form. 

P201012496 £180

100
SG 88a 1912-22 1½d olive-green and blue-green, wmk
MCA, horizontal pair, the left stamp variety Split 'A' (left
pane, R8/3), very fine o.g. Attractive, and particularly
desirable in this se-tenant form. 

P201012497 £180

101
SG 89a 1912-22 2d greyish slate, wmk MCA, horizontal
pair, the left stamp variety Split 'A' (left pane, R8/3), o.g.
One slightly shortish perf, still fine and scarce. (cat
£170) 

P201012498 £140

102
SG 92a/d 1912-22 4d black and red on lemon, wmk
MCA, horizontal pair, the left stamp variety Split 'A' (left
pane, R8/3), brilliant o.g. Very scarce, and particularly
desirable in this se-tenant form. 

P201012499 £225

96
SG 69 var 1906 (10 Apr) ½d on 2s6d purple and brown/yellow, showing the constant variety dropped 'Y' from R5/1
in the setting of 30, fine unmounted o.g. Very scarce, with only about 100 possible 

P212010400 £125

97
SG 73s/85s 1909 set of 13 to 3s, wmk MCA, opt "SPECIMEN", fresh and fine, large part o.g. to o.g. 

P223003296 £300
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103
SG 92w 1912-22 4d black and red/yellow, wmk MCA,
variety WMK INVERTED, left marginal example with
the watermark visible in the margin from the face,
brilliant unmounted o.g. (hinged in margin). Probably
only two sheets existed and scarce unmounted. 

P212009660 £275

104
SG 95a 1912-22 7½d brown and blue, wmk MCA,
variety Split 'A' (left pane, R8/3), very fine used with
large part BATHURST cds, dated 'AP 10 13'. Attractive
and rare in such lovely condition. 

P190014536 £650

105
SG 97b 1912-22 1s black/green, wmk MCA, horizontal
pair, the left stamp variety Split 'A' (left pane, R8/3),
brilliant o.g. Very scarce, and particularly desirable in
this se-tenant form. 

P201012502 £275

106
SG 99a 1912-22 2s purple and blue/blue, wmk MCA,
variety 'Split A' from left pane, R8/3, brilliant o.g. Only
101 possible. 

P190017022 £650

107
SG 100a 1912-22 2s6d black and red/blue, wmk MCA,
variety Split "A" from left pane, R8/3, fresh large part
o.g. One fractionally shortish perf does not detract.
Very scarce. 

P189014731 £595

108
SG 109x 1921-22 1d carmine-red, Script wmk, variety
wmk reversed, brilliant unmounted o.g. A couple of
shortish perfs but scarce, especially unmounted. (cat
£150+) 

P190014542 £120

109
SG 109x 1921-22 Script wmk 1d carmine-red,
VARIETY WMK REVERSED, fine commercially used
with part cds. A Scarce variety, the first we have
handled in used condition. 

P189007906 £150

110
SG 120w 1922-29 1s purple/yellow, wmk MCA, variety
WMK INVERTED, very fine o.g. Scarce. 

P212009677 £190

111
SG 122s/42s 1922-29 set of 19 to 10s, Script wmk, opt 'SPECIMEN', large part o.g. Minor blemishes (odd shortish
perfs, 4d toned), but overall a fine set with very fresh colours. (cat £600) 

P201009454 £495
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112
SG 127w 1922-29 2½d orange-yellow, Script wmk,
variety WMK INVERTED, upper marginal with part
centre guide (R1/5), fresh unmounted o.g. (hinged in
margin). Very scarce unmounted. 

P212009673 £250 113
SG 139 1922-29 3s slate-purple, comb perf 13.8 x 13.7,
lower marginal block of 4, large part o.g. (three stamps
unmounted). Odd trivial gum wrinkles, still a very fine
and rare multiple. BPA cert (1965). 

P190017023 £1,250

114
SG 143s/146s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf "SPECIMEN" (type B9), unmounted o.g. Minor bends and the
3d and 1/- with short perfs, still a really fine set with very fresh colours, scarce unmounted 

P223000833 £120

115
SG 144/b 1935 Silver Jubilee 3d brown and deep blue, upper left corner block of 4 from vignette plate "2", showing
variety "Short extra flagstaff" on R2/1, very fine o.g. (barest trace of hingeing). Total printing only 975 sheets, from
four vignette plates. 

P178014089 £275
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116
SG 146 var 1935 Silver Jubilee 1s slate and purple, lower left corner block of 4 from vignette plate ‘1‘, 1/11/35
second printing, showing variety ‘Extra flagstaff, partially erased‘ on R9/1, fresh and fine, large part o.g. Maximum
of 101 possible thus. 

P212003429 £275

117
SG 146b 1935 Silver Jubilee 1s slate and purple, variety 'Short extra flagstaff' (vignette plate '2', R2/1), fine large
part o.g. Total printing only 789 sheets, from six vignette plates. 

P212003437 £375

118
SG 150/161 1938-46 set of 16 to 10s, very fine unmounted o.g. 

P223001581 £170

119
SG 150s/61s 1938-46 set of 16 to 10s, perf 'SPECIMEN' (type B9), fresh large part o.g. or unmounted o.g. A
desirable and attractive set, seldom offered complete. 

P223001602 £550
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120
SG 171/185 1953-59 set of 15 to £1, unmounted o.g. 

P223001583 £110

121
SG 193/205 1963 Birds set of 15 to £1, unmounted o.g. 

P223001584 £85

GOLD COAST

122
SG 25 1889-94 20s dull mauve and black/red, fine o.g. Exceptionally lightly mounted. 

P190003104 £170

123
SG 26-34 1898-1902 set of ten to 10/-, large part o.g. to o.g. The odd bend and several with owner's mark or
guarantee on reverse, a good set (cat £400) 

P212002877 £350

124
SG 71/84 1913-21 set of twelve to 20s, watermark MCA, fresh o.g, 

P212003120 £275
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126
SG 100s var 1921-24 15s dull
purple and green, die I, Script
wmk, showing the constant variety
Broken 'M' (pos. 41 of the setting),
brilliant part o.g. Slightly heavy
hingeing, still fine and very scarce.
Very desirable on this high value,
and one of just seven possible ! 

P190010724 £250

127
SG 100as 1921-24 15s dull purple
and green, die II, Script wmk, opt
'SPECIMEN', brilliant o.g. 

P201013201 £110

128
SG 102s var 1921-24 £2 green and
orange, die I, Script wmk, showing
the constant variety Broken 'M'
(pos. 41 of the setting), brilliant part
o.g. Slightly heavy hingeing, and
one short perf, still attractive and
highly desirable on the top value.
Maximum of seven possible ! 

P190010753 £350

125
SG 86s/102s 1921-24 Script watermark set of 13 to £2, overprinted SPECIMEN type D12 or 16, large part o.g. or
(mostly) unmounted o.g.; fine fresh colours. 

P223001641 £500

129
SG 113s/116s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf 'SPECIMEN' (type B9), very fine unmounted o.g., 1d with a
couple of nibbled perfs mentioned for accuracy; scarce in this condition 

P223000846 £130

130
SG 135/146 1948 set of 12 to 10s, unmounted o.g. 

P223001875 £85
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134
SG 16 1903-04 50r grey and red-brown, wmk CC, large
part o.g. Tiny traces of perf toning on reverse barely
detract. An attractive example of this key high value.
Clear RPS cert (1970). (cat £2750) 

P212010618 £2,250

135
SG 16s 1903-04 50r grey and red-brown, wmk CC, opt
"SPECIMEN", large part o.g. Odd slightly shortish
perfs at top, still fine appearance. (cat £450) 

P212020070 £325

131
SG 153/64 1952-54 set of 12 to 10s, unmounted o.g. 

P201012688 £70

132
SG D1s/4s Postage Due. 1923 set of 4 to 3d, opt 'SPECIMEN' (type D16 in red), fine unmounted o.g., scarce in this
condition 

P223000880 £120

GRIQUALAND

133
SG 3w 1877 (Mar) 4d dull blue, type 1 'G.W.' opt, variety wmk inverted, fresh and fine, large part o.g. Rare in
unused condition. BPA cert (2009). 

P190017288 £1,300

KUT
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140
SG 73 1921 3r violet and green, Script wmk, upper
marginal, fresh unmounted o.g. (hinged on margin).
Scarce unmounted. 

P212006109 £195

141
SG 75s 1921 50r carmine and green, Script wmk, opt
'SPECIMEN', large part o.g. A little heavily hinged, still
fine with good colour and appearance. (cat £550) 

P189014383 £375

136
SG 59 1912-21 20r black and
purple/red, lower marginal, brilliant
unmounted o.g. Choice quality, an
exceptional example. 

P201013175 £550

137
SG 61s 1912-21 50r dull rose-red
and dull greyish green, wmk MCA,
opt "SPECIMEN", fine unmounted
o.g. Scarce thus. 

P189011144 £325

138
SG 62s 1912-21 100r purple and
black/red, opt 'SPECIMEN', fresh
large part o.g. A very fine example
of this attractive high value. 

P201013250 £700

139
SG 65s/74s 1921 set of 10 to 5r, Script wmk, opt "SPECIMEN", large part o.g. Odd short perfs, still well above
average for this difficult set. (cat £425) 

P223001682 £325

142
SG 76/95 1922-7 set of twenty to £1, fine o.g. with fresh colours 

P212003124 £500
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144
SG 96s 1922-27 £2 green and purple, opt 'SPECIMEN'
(type D16) for UPU distribution, fresh large part o.g. A
couple of tiny surface specks, still fine. (cat £400) 

P201011899 £350

145
SG 97 1922-27 £3 purple and yellow, fresh and fine,
o.g. An attractive example of this scarce high value,
with only the barest trace of hingeing. 

P190014796 £1,800

146
SG 98s 1922-27 £4 black and magenta, opt
'SPECIMEN' (type D16) for UPU distribution, large
part o.g. Odd shortish perfs, still fine for this. (cat £700) 

P212019965 £495

147
SG 99 1922-27 £5 black and blue, large part o.g. Tiny
patch of gum disturbance from previous mounting
mentioned for accuracy, still a most attractive and very
well centred example with fresh colour. Very scarce.
(cat £3250) 

P212014341 £2,750

148
SG 99s 1922-27 £5 black and blue, opt "SPECIMEN",
brilliant o.g. One fractionally short perf and faintest
traces of rubbing, still a wonderfully fresh example with
excellent centring. Ex Swedish postal archive. (cat
£850) 

P212016762 £700

149
SG 100 1922-27 £10 black and green, well centred, very
fine o.g. with brilliant colour. A lovely example of this
rare and sought-after high value. 

P223002937 £15,000

143
SG 88, 90, 92, 94 1922 (-27) 2s dull purple, 3s brownish grey, 5s carmine-red and 10s bright blue, very fresh
colours, large part o.g. to o.g. Odd shortish perfs do not detract. (cat £141). 

P223004401 £100
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150
SG 101s 1922-27 £20 red and green, opt 'SPECIMEN', large part o.g. Typical centring and minor traces of rubbing,
still an attractive example. (cat £1700) 

P212010021 £1,300

151
SG 104s 1922-27 £75 purple and grey, opt 'SPECIMEN' (type D16) for UPU distribution, large part o.g. Tiny mark
at foot otherwise fine for this spectacular and sought-after high value. (cat £4500) 

P201013235 £3,950

152
SG 124/f 1935 Silver Jubilee 20c light blue and olive-green, lower left corner block of 4 with frame plate number
"1", showing variety "Diagonal line by turret" on R10/1-2, unmounted o.g. A desirable positional piece. 

P178007663 £275

153
SG 124s/127s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf 'SPECIMEN' (type D19), large part unmounted o.g. , fine other
than the 30ct, which is creased. Very scarce unmounted (cat £170). 

P223001505 £130
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154
SG 126/f 1935 Silver Jubilee 65c green and indigo, lower left corner block of four from vignette plate "2A", showing
variety "Diagonal line by turret" on both stamps in lower pair (R10/1-2), fine unmounted o.g. Extremely scarce in
this positional form and condition. 

P190016028 £500

155
SG 131a/af 1938-54 1c black and chocolate-brown, perf 13¼x13¾, lower right corner plate block of 6 (3x2) showing
'Tadpole' flaw, unmounted o.g. R10/8, frame plate 2-2, centre plate 4B. Attractive and scarce in this positional form. 

P190006686 £100
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158
SG 134c 1941 10ct red-brown and orange perf 14 block
of four, unmounted o.g., well centred for this and a
scarce multiple 

P189010448 £500

159
SG 135a 1938-54 10c black and green, perf 13x11¾,
block of 4, upper right stamp showing 'Mountain
retouch' (vignette plate '7B', R6/7), fresh unmounted
o.g. (very lightly hinged on one normal). 

P212009912 £100

156
SG 131ac 1938-54 1c black and chocolate-brown, perf 13¼x13¾, lower marginal imprint block of 8 (4x2) showing
variety 'Damaged value tablet', unmounted o.g. R9/6, frame plate 2-2 (with centre plate 4A or 4B). An attractive
positional piece. 

P190006685 £100

157
SG 131s/50s 1938 (-54) orignal set of 13 to £1, perf 'SPECIMEN' (type D20), fresh large part o.g. to o.g. Wonderful
condition for this highly elusive and sought after set, the finest we have ever handled. Ex Swedish Post Office
archive. 

P212016749 £1,000
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160
SG 145ad 1938-54 1s black and brown, perf 13x11¾,
right marginal vertical pair from vignette plate "7B",
with frame and vignette centre guides, the lower stamp
(R5/10) showing "Mountain retouch", fresh unmounted
o.g. (hinged in margin). One shortish perf and minor
gum bend, but very rare and desirable in this positional
form. Only the second unused example we have
handled in the last 20 years. (cat £4500) 

P223001685 £3,250

161
SG 154a 1941-42 70c on 1s brown and chalky blue,
surcharge on South Africa, lower marginal 'Arrow' block
of 4, showing 'Crescent moon flaw' on right stamp of
lower pair (R20/4), unmounted o.g. 

P212009627 £85

162
SG 183/98 1960-62 set of 16 to 20s, unmounted o.g. 

P201009514 £70

163
SG D7s/12s Postage Due. 1935(-60) set of 6 to 1s, perf 'SPECIMEN' (type D19), brilliant o.g. with lovely fresh
colours. Usual perf irregularities at sides, as a result of perfin being too large for the stamp format, still a very fine
set, ex Swedish postal archive. 

P212016768 £300
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165
SG 5 1884 1d (1 oz) magenta "POSTAL PACKET",
"VICE-CONSULATE" h/s in black, used with blue
crayon stroke (or rough "4" ?) and red crayon stroke.
Typical slight faults (trivial tone spot, small thins and
marginal tear), still above average for a used example,
and remarkably still with part corner gumming intact,
which may suggest usage for accounting purposes
(rather than on a packet). Rare and interesting with the
dual cancel. (cat £425+). 

P190006668 £250

166
SG 6 1884 2d (2 oz) magenta "POSTAL PACKET",
showing hollow stop after "B", "VICE-CONSULATE"
h/s in black, cancelled by red diagonal control line (?
pre-cancel for accounting purposes), with corner
gumming intact. A superb premium example with
lovely deep colour, and a particularly crisp strike of the
handstamp. Seldom seen in this quality and most
attractive. 

P190006669 £350

164
SG 17/20, 23, 29 1913 (13 NO) registered cover (orange envelope) from Molo to Bohemia, franked by 1904-07 4r
grey and emerald-green, in combination with 1904-07 ½a to 2½a, and 4a, all tied by four strikes of "MOLO" cds
(Proud type D1) with further strike tieing blank registration label at lower left. Backstamped at Mombasa (15 NO).
A fine and attractive cover. 

P189017054 £375

MADAGASCAR (BRITISH)
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167
SG 14var 1886 1d rose, "POSTAGE" 29½mm long, with
stops after "POSTAGE" and value, "VICE-
CONSULATE" H/S in black, unused. Slightly reduced
with some creasing, but a most unusual example with a
clear DOUBLED strike of the handstamp. (cat £140+). 

P190006663 £110

168
SG 14a 1886 1d rose, 'POSTAGE' 29½mm long, with
stops after 'POSTAGE' and value, 'VICE-CONSULATE'
H/S in VIOLET, fresh unused. Unobtrusive bend, still
very fine appearance. (cat £400) 

P190017031 £275

169
SG 33 1886 1d rose, 'POSTAGE' 29½mm long, no stops
after 'POSTAGE' or value, 'CONSULAR MAIL' h/s in
black, fresh unused. Minor marginal blemish at left, still
an exceptional example showing the frame from the
adjoining stamp at right. 

P201014637 £160

170
SG 34b 1886 1½d rose, "POSTAGE" 29½mm long,
without stops after "POSTAGE" or value, "CONSULAR
MAIL" H/S in VIOLET, fresh unused with strong
colour and a superb strike of the handstamp. Minor
blemishes (faint diagonal bend, insignificant traces of
thinning), still an attractive and interesting example,
from pos. 1 of a sheet with prominent frame flaws at
top and foot. (cat £275+). 

P190006657 £195
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171
SG 1833 (18 Sep) entire letter from Missionary David Griffiths in Antananarivo to the Treasurer of the London
Missionary Society in London, informing them that he has drawn a bill for £100, and noting "The chapel is well
attended and crowded to excess at times. And the schools are going on very well." On reverse, framed "INDIA
LETTER / DOVER" in black (across join), and arrival cds of "1 FE 1834" in red. Typical filing folds, but particularly
neat and legible, docketed "Read to Southern Comte 10 Feb 1834". A fine and desirable early letter. 

P190006792 £695

MAURITIUS

172
SG 58/70 1872(c) 1d bistre, 2d bright blue, 4d rose, 6d blue-green, 10d maroon, 1s orange, the "set" of six values,
imperforate plate proofs on thick glazed wove with type D7 "CANCELLED" opt, in matching interpane blocks of 12
(6x2). Minor traces of toning on reverse, still fine with lovely fresh colours. Highly attractive rare in this form. Only
one sheet of each value existed. [N.B. The 3d, 9d and 5s values never existed in this form.] 

P189013156 £1,500
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173
SG 143w 1900-05 4c black and carmine/blue, wmk CA,
variety wmk inverted, brilliant unmounted o.g. Scarce
thus. 

P223003144 £42

174
SG 199aw 1913-22 25c black and red/yellow (white
back), wmk MCA, variety wmk inverted and reversed,
fresh unmounted o.g. Scarce thus. 

P223003150 £95

175
SG 204 1913-22 10r green and red/green, wmk MCA,
die I, Jan 1916 printing, lower marginal with plate
number "5", brilliant o.g. Attractive and rare in this
positional form. Only 23 sheets printed. 

P212020116 £450

176
SG 204c 1913-22 10r green and red/emerald (emerald
back), wmk MCA, die I, brilliant unmounted o.g. Scarce
thus. 

P190005685 £110

177
SG 207w 1921-26 2c purple/yellow, Script wmk, variety
wmk inverted, fine unmounted o.g. Scarce thus. 

P223003145 £42

178
SG 222s 1921-26 50r dull purple and green, opt
"SPECIMEN", very fine large part o.g. 

P189013165 £400

179
SG 241 1921-34 10r green and red/emerald, Script
wmk, lightly cancelled by part Parcel Post Office cds,
dated "3 NO (3)3". Very scarce in used condition. 

P190002529 £375

180
SG 245s/248s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1r, perforated 'SPECIMEN' (type D19), unmounted o.g. Fine save the
20ct, which has a blunt NW corner; fresh, and very scarce unmounted (cat £140). 

P223001507 £120
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181
SG 248h 1935 Silver Jubilee 1r slate and purple, variety
'Dot by flagstaff' (vignette plate '4', R8/4), attractively
cancelled by complete Vacoas cds, dated '31 DE 35'.
Total printing only 610 sheets, from two vignette plates.
The first used example we have handled in more than
20 years, and rare in such fine condition. 

P212003460 £550

182
SG 252b/57b 1938-49 2c olive-grey, 5c slate-lilac, 10c
pale reddish rose, 12c salmon, perf 15x14, the "set" of 4
printed by Bradbury Wilkinson, fresh o.g. (2c, 5c) or
unmounted o.g. 

P223003149 £120

183
SG 254as 1938 4ct dull green perforated SPECIMEN
type D20, o.g. with R9/6 RP open 'C'. Minor bend, but
an extremely rare combination of which four may have
originally existed 

P223000895 £450

184
SG 276/290 1950 set of 15 to 10r, unmounted o.g. 

P212016643 £75

185
SG 293/306 1953-59 set of 15 to 10r, unmounted o.g. 

P223003152 £65

186
SG 305a 1953-59 5r orange-brown, 19.6.57 printing, unmounted o.g. Scarce. 

P223003153 £55
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188
SG 3a 1898-1900 20c olive-green and brown, type 1
local opt, horizontal pair, right stamp variety Inverted
'V' for 'A', very fine o.g. From first printing, right-hand
pane, R6/6. Only 708 possible (both colours), with a
high degree of postal usage. Scarce in this se-tenant
form. 

P212013437 £140

189
SG 3cb 1898-1900 20c olive-green, type 1 local opt,
right marginal horizontal pair, right stamp variety
Inverted "V" for "A" (right pane, R6/6), o.g. The left
(normal) stamp with vertical bend still fine appearance
and exceptionally lightly hinged. (cat £170+) 

P223003167 £150

190
SG 5f 1898 40c orange-brown Type 1 local opt in
BLUE-BLACK lower left corner block of four from left
pane with plate number 2, from second setting (July
1898) with diagnostic flaws (R10/2 with break in final
"o"), unmounted o.g. Some minor gum wrinkles, still a
very scarce multiple 

P190010567 £220

MOROCCO AGENCIES

187
SG Z141/52 1889-96 Gibraltar set to 5p, eleven values (exclg 20c olive-green), each with large part to full TANGIER
cds (all different dates), mostly very fine strikes with five values (inclg the key 75c, 1p bistre and 5p) on individual
pieces. Odd insignificant blemishes but a splendid set, difficult to assemble in this quality. 

P178013149 £425
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191
SG 6f 1898 50c bright lilac, Type 1 local opt in BLUE-
BLACK, upper right corner block of 4 with plate
number 2, from second setting (July 1898) with
diagnostic flaw (R2/6 with no left serif to "A"), fresh and
fine o.g. (trivial gum wrinkles). Attractive and scarce.
Only 125 sheets printed. 

P190010561 £140

192
SG 7 1898-1900 1p bistre and ultramarine, type 1 local
opt in black, lower left corner block of 4 with plate
number "2", from second setting (July 1898) with
confirming diagnostic flaws (R10/2 with break in final
"o"), unmounted o.g. with fresh colour. Trivial marginal
blemishes (and R9/2 with tone speck on reverse), still a
very fine and rare proving multiple. Only 75 sheets
printed (including blue-black overprints). 

P178007695 £150

193
SG 12b 1899 (Feb-Mar) 25c ultramarine, type 2 opt,
horizontal pair, right stamp showing variety Broad top
to "M" (left pane, R7/3), tied to piece by very fine
Tangier cds, dated "4 JY 03". 

P223003166 £60

194
SG 13b 1899 40c orange-brown, type 2 DLR opt, block
of 4 showing variety Broad top to "M" on upper right
stamp, brilliant o.g. R7/3, left pane. One normal with
gum wrinkle but a lovely fresh block. Scarce. 

P223002529 £395

195
SG 14b 1899 50c bright lilac, type 2 DLR opt, lower left
corner block of 12 (3x4) with plate number "2", showing
variety Broad top to "M" on upper right stamp, very
fine o.g. (10 stamps unmounted). Only 150 possible
and rare in this ideal positional form. [N.B. 300 sheets
were printed, but 150 were destroyed in 1905 and
1913.] 

P223002530 £350
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200
SG 38 British Currency. 1907-13
2s6d pale dull purple, De La Rue
printing on chalk-surfaced paper,
tied by piece by complete
"REGISTERED / BRITISH P.O.
TANGIER" oval ds, dated "5 SP 11".
Scarce. 

P223001688 £180

201
SG 40 British Currency. 1907-13
KEVII 4d bright orange, Harrison
printing on ordinary paper, brilliant
unmounted o.g. and scarce thus. 

P223003170 £75

202
SG 54s 1914-31 British Currency 5/-
rose-red (Bradbury Wilkinson),
overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (type
GB32), unmounted o.g. 

P223000890 £95

196
SG 16 1899 (Feb-Mar) 2p black and
carmine, type 2 opt, fine used with
complete Tangier cds, dated "27 MR
03". 

P223003165 £65

197
SG 18c 1903-05 10c dull purple/red,
wmk CA, horizontal pair, right
stamp variety Hyphen between "nc",
brilliant o.g. 

P223003168 £65

198
SG 20c 1903-05 25c purple and
black/blue, wmk CA, horizontal pair,
left stamp variety Hyphen between
"nc", brilliant o.g. 

P223003169 £80

199
SG 31/38 British Currency. 1907-13 set of 8 to 2s6d pale dull purple, large part o.g. Minor traces of rubbing as
often, still much above average. (cat £150) 

P223003156 £120

203
SG 112/23 Spanish Currency. 1907-12 set of 12 to 12p on 10s, fresh large part o.g. A couple of minor imperfections
(12p on 10s small crease) still fine appearance. (cat £200) 

P223003158 £150
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SG 121, 122 Spanish Currency. 1907-12 KEVII 3p on 2s6d pale dull purple and 6p on 5s bright carmine, each
neatly cancelled by almost complete British P.O. Tangier registered oval, respectively dated "24 FE 09" and "22 OC
10". Trivial perf blemishes, still a fine and attractive pair. (cat £102) 

P223003163 £85

205
SG 127/a Spanish Currency. 1912 10c on 1d scarlet, wmk Imperial Crown, upper marginal corner block of 8 (2x4),
pos 3/2 in the block clearly showing variety "No cross on crown", unmounted o.g. An attractive multiple, scarce in
this positional form and condition. 

P223000681 £120

206
SG 128/42 Spanish Currency. 1914-16 set of 11 to 12p on 10s (DLR), fresh large part o.g. 

P223003159 £180
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SG 140 Spanish Currency. 1914-26 3p on 2s6d yellow-brown, DLR printing, very fine o.g. 

P223003160 £50

208
SG 140 Spanish Currency. 1914-26 3p on 2s6d yellow-brown, DLR printing, upper right corner block of 4,
unmounted o.g. Minor gum wrinkling as often, still a fine positional piece. 

P223003161 £225

209
SG 143/48 Spanish Currency. 1925-31 set of 6 to 40c on 4d, wmk Block Cypher, large part o.g. 

P223003171 £70

210
SG 225s/6s 1935-36 French currency 3f on 2s6d, 6f on 5s re-engraved, overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (respectively types
GB23 and GB32), unmounted o.g., scarce in this condition 

P223000891 £195
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SG 256 1948 Tangier RSW £1 blue, lower left corner block of 4 showing cylinder number '1', unmounted o.g.
Scarce positional multiple. 1205 sheets sold. 

P223003162 £110

212
SG Z67, 69 1896 (19 NO) Gibraltar 20c red registered P/S envelope, size "F", used to Germany, additionally franked
at 25c UPU rate with 1889-96 5c green and 20c olive-green and brown, tied by individual strikes of "A26" with
"REGISTERED / MAZAGAN MOROCCO" oval despatch ds alongside. German "Vom Auslande" registration label at
left, and backstamped at Tangier (21 NO), Gibraltar (NO 22) and Erfurt (28.11). Very fine and rare. 

P223002528 £750
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214
SG 15 1862 1d rose-red, wmk small
star, rough perf 14 to 16, large part
o.g. Typical centring with odd tiny
tone specks, but far above average,
with very fresh colour. Scarce so
nice. (cat £170) 

P190005820 £130

215
SG 19 1863 1d carmine-red, thick
paper, no wmk, perf 13, brilliant
large part o.g. with lovely colour.
Partly separated by scissors as often,
but with all perfs intact. Faint bend,
still very fine for this. (cat £130). 

P190005821 £110

216
SG 20 1863-65 1d brown-red, wmk
CC, perf 12½, large part o.g.
Typical perfs and centring, and
minor gum disturbance, still well
above average, with fine colour. (cat
£190). 

P190005824 £130

217
SG 25 1867 1s green, wmk CC, o.g.
Odd minor marks and the gum
slightly disturbed, still fine fresh
appearance, and well above average
for this scarce stamp. (cat £250) 

P190005836 £175

218
SG 59 1870 1s green, type 8
'POSTAGE' curved opt in green,
fresh large part o.g. Suspicion of
perf toning, still very fresh. (cat
£150) 

P190005840 £120

219
SG 73 1874-99 5s carmine, wmk
CC, brilliant o.g. 

P223004594 £110

213
SG 1/4, 5a, 6/7b, 8 1898 (5 SP) registered cover from Tangier to Germany, with 1898-1900 set of 8 to 2p, the 40c
and 1p exceptionally showing variety Inverted "V" for "A" and Long tail to "S" respectively, all tied by five strikes of
Tangier registered oval with "R" in oval alongside. Backstamped at London (9 SP) and Metz (10.9). The 50c, 1p and
2p crossed by blue crayon, still a very fine and rare cover. RPS cert (2021). 

P223002617 £750

NATAL
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220
SG 100 1882-89 3d blue, wmk CA,
fresh large part o.g. Trivial gum
wrinkles mentioned for accuracy,
still very fine and scarce. 

P190005860 £140

221
SG 141 1902 10s deep rose and
chocolate, brilliant large part o.g.
Odd shortish perfs but much above
average. (cat £130) 

P190005865 £100

222
SG 142 1902 £1 black and bright
blue, fine large part o.g. 

P189013203 £350

223
SG 145as 1902 KEVII £10 green
and orange, opt "SPECIMEN" for
UPU distribution, fresh large part
o.g. Slight gum crease does not
detract from very fine appearance. 

P223004596 £350

224
SG 165/70 1908-09 "POSTAGE POSTAGE" short set of 6 to 10s, large part o.g. 

P223004600 £195

225
SG 171 1908-09 £1 purple and black/red, brilliant o.g. Very fine. 

P190005880 £425

226
SG O1/6 Official. 1904 KEVII set of 6 to 1s, o.g. Faintly yellowish gum, but much above average for this scarce set.
(cat £375) 

P223002944 £250
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229
SG 4 1886-87 3d violet on yellow, two examples,
respectively dated '13 JAN 86' and '24 NOV 86', large
part o.g. The first with slight vertical wrinkle, the second
with short perfs at top, still a fine and very scarce pair.
Only nine and 19 examples of each date recorded by
Jonkers. (cat £145) 

P212022194 £110

230
SG 5 1886-87 4d violet on yellow, the 'set' of three dates,
respectively '30 AUG 86', '6 SEP 86' and '13 OCT 86',
large part o.g. Trivial blemishes as almost always, still a
fine and very scarce trio with only 17, 19 and 15
examples of each recorded by Jonkers. 

P212022210 £225

231
SG 6 1886-87 6d violet on yellow, three examples,
respectively dated '30 AUG 86', '6 SEP 86' and '13 OCT
86', large part o.g. Odd imperfections (short perfs, second
with small surface fault) but overall fine fresh appearance.
A very scarce trio, with only seven, nine, and 22 examples
of each recorded by Jonkers. (cat £285) 

P212022212 £195

NEW REPUBLIC

227
SG 2 1886-87 1d violet on yellow, ten examples, respectively dated '9 JAN 86', '13 JAN 86', '7 MAR 86', '17 MAR 86', '30
AUG 86', '6 SEP 86', '13 OCT 86', '3 NOV 86', '4 JAN 87', and '17 JAN 87', large part o.g. Typical minor blemishes
(shortish perfs, natural inclusions) and '7 MAR 86' a very narrow example, still a very useful group. (cat £687) 

P212022179 £450

228
SG 3 1886-87 2d violet on yellow, seven examples, respectively dated '13 JAN 86', '24 MAY 86', '30 AUG 86', '13 OCT
86', '24 NOV 86', '4 JAN 87' and '17 JAN 87', large part o.g. Typical minor blemishes and a couple with minor tone
marks, still a very useful group. (cat £413) 

P212022190 £250
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SG 26 1886-87 1d violet on blue granite paper, seven examples, respectively dated '24 JAN 86', '21 MAY 86', '26
MAY 86', 'JUN 30 86', '6 OCT 86', '24 NOV 86', and '17 JAN 87', large part o.g. Odd short perfs, and '6 OCT 86'
creased, but overall fine fresh appearance. A very useful assembly. (cat £509) 

P212022105 £375

233
SG 27 1886-87 2d violet on blue granite paper, seven examples, respectively dated '7 MAR 86', '24 APR 86', '30 AUG
86', '13 OCT 86', '24 NOV 86', '4 JAN 87' and '20 JAN 87', part to large part o.g. All with blemishes (short perfs,
creasing), still a very useful group. (cat £351) 

P212022108 £180

234
SG 29, 30, 32 1886-87 4d, 6d and 1s violet on blue granite paper, each dated '24 MAY 86', large part o.g. Odd
blemishes (shortish perfs, gum creases), but overall fine fresh appearance. An attractive 'matched dates' trio. (cat
£440) 

P212022118 £295

235
SG 48 1886-87 1d violet on yellow, embossed arms (upright), seven examples, respectively dated '10 FEB 86', '17
MAR 86', 'JUN 30 86', 'JUL 7 86', '13 SEP 86', '3 NOV 86', and '2 DEC 86', large part o.g. Most with slight
imperfections, still a very useful group. Difficult to assemble thus. (cat £403) 

P212022268 £250
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240
SG 68x 1897-98 2d lake, wmk CA, perf 13½-14, variety
WMK REVERSED, very fine used with large part
'SAPELE' code 'B' registered oval ds. Exceptional
condition and rare. 

P201014912 £120

241
SG 68x 1897-98 2d lake, wmk CA, perf 13½-14, variety
wmk reversed, neatly cancelled by large part SAPELE
registered oval, dated '4 JA 02'. Provisional usage in
Southern Nigeria. Scarce, and much above average. 

P201000684 £120

236
SG 19 1893 (Dec) ½d on 2½d purple/blue, type 6
surcharge in vermilion, Old Calabar provisional, fresh
o.g. One slightly shortish perf, still very fine, with only
traces of hingeing. Very scarce in unused condition.
BPA cert (2020). 

P201008549 £550

237
SG 33 1893 (Dec) 'HALF/PENNY' on 2½d purple/blue,
type 9 surcharge in green, Old Calabar provisional,
fresh large part o.g. Faint bend and typical tiny traces
of backing adhesion but far above average. Very scarce.
Clear RPS cert (1925). (cat £450) 

P201011888 £395

NIGER COAST

238
SG 51/56 1894 (May) set of 6 to 1s, no wmk, each perf 14½-15, fresh part (1s) or large part o.g. Difficult to assemble.
(cat £155) 

P201000745 £120

239
SG 51a/56 1894 (May) set of 6 to 1s plus ½d deep green, no wmk, perf 14½-15 (except ½d yellow-green, 2½d perf
13½-14), large part o.g. Typical minor perf blemishes and a couple with dull gum, still well above average. (cat
£216) 

P201015027 £160
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242
SG 74bx 1897-98 10s deep violet, wmk CA, perf 13½-14, complete sheet of 20 (5x4) with red sheet number
'252' at upper right, VARIETY WMK REVERSED, o.g. with brilliant colour (stamps unmounted, but some
with typical gum disturbance from backing adhesion). A gorgeous item. Any 10s sheet is of considerable
rarity (only 312 sheets printed), but surely unique with reversed wmk, a variety of which not even a single
example has previously been recorded, although known on the ½d, 2d and 6d values of this set. Possibly
only this sheet was printed ! (First listed in Part I 2008. This is the highest face value stamp from any British
Commonwealth country to be discovered with reversed wmk !). 

P06714143 £6,000
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SG Z17 1897 (2 MAR) cover (embossed West India Regiment logo on flap, with 5-page contents on matching
notepaper headed "13 Febry 1897, Akassa, finally completed on 2 March and put in the mail at Brass River) to
England, carried on the S.S. Louanda, franked at double rate by Great Britain 2½d purple/blue horizontal pair, tied
by blue crayon and ink crosses, with very fine "BRASS RIVER" (code B) despatch cds (3 MR) below and red
Liverpool entry cds (5 AP) at upper left. Backstamped at Bury St Edmunds (AP 5). A very fine and rare cover,
clearly demonstrating acceptance of mail bearing GB stamps by the Niger Coast Protectorate post office, with
fascinating contents from Lieutenant Rowland Litchford. 

P178012075 £1,400

NIGER COMPANY TERRITORIES

244
SG Z47 1897 (19 MAY) cover from Burutu to Sheffield, "Gunn" correspondence, franked by GB 2½d purple/blue,
tied by fine strike of type 6 "BURUTU" boxed violet ds (sans-serif caps), with red "PAID / LIVERPOOL / BR.
PACKET" entry cds (21 JU 97) at left, and arrival backstamp. Trivial tone spots, still far above average for such a
usage. A fine and neat cover, with typewritten address and rarely seen thus. 

P212020102 £395
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247
SG 11b 1914-29 10s green and red/blue-green, PALE
OLIVE BACK, wmk MCA, brilliant o.g. (barest trace of
hingeing). A lovely example of this rare printing. BPA
cert (1973) 

P189017101 £1,100
248

SG 12a 1914-29 £1 purple and black/red, die I, lower
marginal with plate number "8", from June or Dec 1920
printing, very fine o.g. Scarce in this positional form. 

P223003176 £295

245
SG 1899 (10 JUL) stampless cover from Lokoja to London, endorsed "On Special Service / No Stamps Available /
J.H.Howe Lt 1st W.A.F.F.", with superb strike of type 8 "LOKOJA" oval ds in violet, applied in transit. Charged
postage due on arrival with M/S "T" and " 2" (deleted) in blue crayon and "1d/620" H/S on face, with light type 4
"BURUTU" boxed ds (seriffed capitals) in violet (21 JUL) and London delivery cds (AU 14) on reverse. Minor cover
faults but a rare combination of datestamps. 

P178012086 £750

NIGERIA

246
SG 1s/12s 1914-29 set of 12 to £1, wmk MCA, opt "SPECIMEN", large part o.g. to o.g. (3d, 5s unmounted). Odd
minor blemishes (6d couple shortish perfs, £1 trace of rubbing) but much fresher than usually found. (cat £325) 

P189006557 £250
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SG 30s/33s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf 'SPECIMEN' (type W8), fresh o.g., only the 1½d value hinged.
Fine save for some uneven perfs. 

P223001512 £120

250
SG 34/45 1936 (1 Feb) KGV Pictorial set of 12 to £1, brilliant o.g. Odd minor gum wrinkles (inclg 10s) and 3d with a
short perf, still a lovely set. Wonderfully fresh, and exceptionally lightly hinged. Now seldom seen in this "new issue"
quality, 86 years after release. 

P223002574 £225

251
SG 44 1936 10s black and grey, lower left corner block of 4, very fine unmounted o.g. Attractive and very scarce in
this positional form and condition. 

P201011168 £425
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SG 45 1936 £1 black and orange, lower right corner block of 4 with plate number '1', brilliant o.g. (lower pair
unmounted). Minor perf separation, still highly attractive and rare in this positional form. 

P201011172 £750

NORTHERN NIGERIA

253
SG 40/52 1912 KGV set of 13 to £1, fresh large part o.g. 10s with small natural paper inclusion, still a fine set with
lovely fresh colours. 

P212014334 £225

NORTHERN RHODESIA

254
SG 1s/17s 1925-29 set of 17 to 20s, opt (type W5) or perf (3s - type W8) 'SPECIMEN', large part o.g. Faintly toned
gum as often, still much above average for this sought-after set. (cat £1200) 

P212010206 £850

255
SG 15 1925-29 7s6d rose-purple and black, upper marginal, brilliant unmounted o.g. Short perf at lower left as
often, still a desirable example, and most elusive in unmounted condition. (cat £190) 

P223003357 £160
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256
SG 15 1925-29 7s6d rose-purple and black, cancelled
by large part Livingstone cds. Short perfs at lower left
as often, still an attractive example of popular stamp,
very scarce in genuine used condition. (cat £300) 

P223003501 £225

257
SG 16 1925-29 10s green and black, fresh unmounted
o.g. Fractionally short perf at lower left hardly detracts,
still a lovely example with wonderful colours. 

P223003356 £120

258
SG 17, 16 1925-29 20s carmine-red and rose-purple
and 10s green and black, each tied to piece by matching
complete 'NDOLA/ N. RHODESIA' cds dated '2 APR
1931'. Faint toning to 20s, still an exceptional and
excessively rare pair which would be nigh on impossible
to improve upon- with genuine usage of the 20s
missing from almost all Rhodesia collections. 

P223003757 £495

259
SG 17 1925-29 20s carmine-red and rose-purple, fresh
and very fine unmounted o.g. (mounted in margin
only). A wonderful example, purchased as a new issue
in 1925 which has not changed hands since! 

P223003355 £475

260
SG 18h 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d light blue and olive-
green, variety "Dot by flagstaff" (vignette plate "4",
R8/4), lightly cancelled by part cds, dated "19 SEP 35",
which leaves variety clear. Couple of slightly shortish
perfs, still fine and scarce. (cat £300). 

P223001476 £250

261
SG 20g 1935 Silver Jubilee 3d brown and deep blue,
variety "Dot to left of chapel" (vignette plate "2B", R8/3),
fresh and fine, large part o.g. Very scarce. Total
printing 1721 sheets, from four vignette plates. 

P223001485 £425
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263
SG 29 1938-52 1½d carmine-red, upper left corner
block of four, fresh o.g. (stamps unmounted). Lower
left stamp with a pulled corner perf (and faint gum
bend), still a good positional multiple. (cat £200+). 

P223001543 £125

264
SG 31 1938-52 2d yellow-brown, upper right corner
block of four, with sheet number "4593" (and pencil "14"
alongside, for Post Office accounting), fresh o.g.
(stamps unmounted). Right pair with minor handling
wrinkles, still a fine and scarce positional multiple. 

P223001544 £225

262
SG 25/45 1938-52 KGVI set of 21 to 20s, large part o.g. to o.g. 2d yellow-brown with trivial blemishes, still an
attractive set. 

P223001545 £95

265
SG 48/9 1948 RSW 1½d and 20s, unmounted o.g. Minor gum bend barely detracts. (cat £120). 

P223001541 £100

266
SG 61/74 1953 set of 14 to 20s, unmounted o.g. 

P212016618 £90
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267
SG 75a 1963 ½d bright violet with error value omitted,
unmounted o.g. Rare, only about 100 existed 

P189012056 £1,100

268
SG 76a 1963 Arms 1d light blue, variety 'VALUE
OMITTED', tied to piece by 'NDOLA' cds dated '11
JAN 1964'. 

P212000217 £100

269
SG 78b 1963 Arms 3d yellow, error VALUE AND
ORANGE (EAGLE) OMITTED, unmounted o.g. 

P14514660 £250

270
SG 78d 1963 3d yellow, error ORANGE EAGLE
OMITTED, unmounted o.g. Only one sheet existed
and very seldom available. 

P189012061 £1,200

271
SG 81b 1963 9d yellow-brown, top marginal, showing
value and (orange) eagle omitted, unmounted o.g. Very
scarce 

P189012071 £600

272
SG 88a 1963 20/- blue top marginal with error value
omitted, unmounted o.g. Only 180 stamps existed 

P189012072 £1,200

273
SG D1s/4s Postage Due. 1929 (-52) set of 4 to 3d, perf
"SPECIMEN" (type D19), part to large part o.g. Slight
imperfections (2d gum crease, 3d shortish perfs, 4d
hinge thin), still fine fresh appearance. (cat £190). 

P223001542 £100
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274
SG 8,9 1929 (15 JAN) OHMS registered envelope from Livingstone Post Office to Standard Bank Bulawayo bearing
1925-29 8d rose-purple and 10d olive-green, each tied by superb "LIVINGSTONE" cds dated 15.JAN.1929, and
showing boxed registration handstamp at left, with Bulawayo arrival cds (17.JAN) on reverse. 8d with a small patch
of gum on face at left, still a rare and highly attractive philatelic franking. 

P223002985 £250

275
SG 8,9 1929 (15 APR) 4d ultramarine registered envelope Size H2 (H&G 1a) from Livingstone to Standard Bank
Bulawayo bearing 1925-29 8d rose-purple x4, and 10d olive-green x4, in horizontal pairs, tied by multiple
"LIVINGSTONE" cds dated 15.APR.1929, and showing boxed registration handstamp at lower left, with "REGD.
BULAWAYO" arrival cds (16.APR) on reverse. A few minor imperfections on face and with mounting remnants on
reverse, still a rare philatelic franking. 

P223002991 £425
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282
SG 50 1897-1900 4s black and
carmine, large part o.g. Slight gum
disturbance and insignificant traces
of gum toning, still fine fresh
appearance. (cat £130) 

P190007662 £95

283
SG 52 1897-1900 £10 black and
yellow, wmk CC, attractively
cancelled by complete 'FORT
JOHNSTON' cds, dated 'DE 11 97'.
Very fine and rare. BPA cert (1992). 

P212010110 £2,750

284
SG 53c 1897 1d on 3/- black and sea-
green, error surcharge double, a fine
o.g. horizontal pair with the usual
remnants of backing adherence. Only
three sheets existed 

P201000494 £1,500

276
SG 12 1891-95 5s orange-yellow,
part o.g. Short crease, but well-
centred with very fresh colour. (cat
£110) 

P190007653 £75

277
SG 18/19 1892-3 3/- on 4/- and 4/-
on 5/-, large part o.g., the 4/- on 5/-
showing part of sheet watermark 

P201000452 £475

278
SG 23 1895 4d black and reddish
buff, no watermark, large part o.g.,
fine and fresh 

P201000457 £90

279
SG 28 1895 5s black and olive, no
wmk, large part o.g. Minor gum
wrinkling and tiny hinge thins but
fine fresh appearance. Scarce. (cat
£300) 

P190007658 £170

280
SG 42s 1896 £25 black and green,
watermark Crown CC sideways,
overprinted SPECIMEN, brilliant
large part o.g. Excellent centering
for this stamp 

P201000490 £450

NYASALAND

281
SG 43s/51s 1897-1900 set of ten to £1, overprinted SPECIMEN, part to large part o.g. Some fairly minor gum
creasing, generally good and with fresh colours; ex Koh-i-Noor (cat £425) 

P201000499 £375
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285
SG 83/98 1913-21 set of 12 to £1 wmk MCA, large part o.g. Odd minor blemishes (2s6d off setting on reverse, 4s
one shortish perf), still an attractive set of fine appearance. (cat £375) 

P212010714 £295

286
SG 114s/22s 1934-35 'Leopard' set of 9 to 1s, perf 'SPECIMEN' (type W8), very fine o.g. (unmounted except 1d,3d).
4d and 9d with yellowish gum, still a very fine set with lovely fresh colours. (cat £350) 

P212016785 £300

287
SG 54 1898 (MR 11) locally addressed cover, franked by 1898 1d vermilion and grey-blue 'cheque stamp',
imperforate from setting I with M/S initals 'JTG' of acting PMG J.T Gosling on reverse, tied by very fine ZOMBA
cds on FIRST DAY OF ISSUE. Light vertical cover fold at left, still very fine. Only 480 issued with initials on reverse
and rare on cover in this choice quality. 

P212010111 £1,950
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289
SG 115 1900 2½d on 3d ultramarine, type 32 (raised
stops) surcharge, fresh large part o.g. Couple of
shortish perfs but scarce. (cat £225) 

P190007841 £175

290
SG 137b 1902 (Aug) 6d on 6d blue, type 36 surcharge,
block of 4, the lower left stamp (R4/2) variety wide
space between '6' and 'd' (R4/2), very fine used with two
part 'REDDERSBURG' cds, dated '22 NO 02'. Very
scarce in used condition. 

P201015139 £125

291
SG 144a 1903 4d scarlet and sage-green watermark
Crown CA, error IOSTAGE for POSTAGE, used with
1907 CDS, fine save for a short perforation at top. A
very scarce stamp. Brandon Certificate (cat £450) 

P190011279 £350

292
SG 150a 1905-09 Wmk MCA 4d scarlet and sage-green,
variety "IOSTAGE" from upper left pane, R10/2, fresh
o.g. Trivial gum bend, otherwise fine. (cat £200) 

P189009754 £125

ORANGE FREE STATE

288
SG 101g 1900 ½d on ½d orange, type 31 surch (level stops), upper left corner block of 6 (3x2) with plate number
'1', the upper left and upper right stamps variety Small '½' (R1/1, 1/3), fresh unmounted o.g. Slight marginal
creasing (just affecting upper left stamp), still attractive and scarce in this positional form and condition. 

P201015152 £150
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293
SG F1 Postal Fiscal. 1882-86 6d pearl-grey, lower left corner block of 6 (2x3) with current number "4" and part
centre guide, brilliant unmounted o.g. A spectacular and rare positional multiple, in superb condition. 

P178013013 £225

294
SG F9 Postal Fiscal. 1882-86 5s rose, right marginal block of 4, brilliant unmounted o.g. A scarce and lovely
multiple. 

P178013020 £195

295
SG F14 Postal Fiscal. 1882-86 £2 red-brown, lower left corner block of 6 (3x2) with plate number "1" and part centre
guide. Unobtrusive marginal crease at left mentioned for accuracy, but a rare and splendid positional multiple, in
exceptional condition. 

P178013032 £1,250
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297
SG RO1 Railway Official. 1905 ½d yellow-green, opt
"CSAR" (type RO1) towards top, block of 4, large part
o.g. Slight creasing and a few lightly toned perfs, still
fine appearance. A rare multiple. (cat £400) [N.B. the
opt is placed at the top or bottom of the stamp
depending on whether the central horizontal gutter
margin was left attached to the top or bottom of the
sheet prior to overprinting.] 

P189003875 £250

298
SG RO2 Railway Official. 1905 1d scarlet, opt "CSAR"
(type RO1) at bottom, block of 4, fine large part o.g.
(lower pair unmounted). A rare multiple. [N.B. the opt
is placed at the top or bottom of the stamp depending
on whether the central horizontal gutter margin was
left attached to the top or bottom of the sheet prior to
overprinting.] 

P189003883 £375

296
SG T47/a Telegraph. 1900 10s orange, type T15 opt, upper marginal block of 8 (2x4) from R1-4/2-3 of the setting,
showing variety "Thick V" on three stamps in left column (R1/2, 3/2 and 4/2), brilliant unmounted o.g. R4/2 with
slight crease (not apparent) and top margin with crease and separation, still a lovely and very scarce positional
multiple. 

P189001895 £395
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299
SG RO3 Railway Official. 1905 2d brown, opt "CSAR"
(type RO1) at top, block of 4, very fine large part o.g.
(lower pair unmounted). A rare multiple. [N.B. the opt
is placed at the top or bottom of the stamp depending
on whether the central horizontal gutter margin was
left attached to the top or bottom of the sheet prior to
overprinting.] 

P189003886 £750

300
SG RO5 Railway Official. 1905 4d scarlet and sage-
green, opt "CSAR" (type RO1) at top, BLOCK OF 4,
large part o.g. (lower pair unmounted). Upper left
stamp with unobtrusive crease and upper right stamp
with a toned perf, still fine appearance. A very rare
multiple. (cat £1500+) [N.B. the opt is placed at the top
or bottom of the stamp depending on whether the
central horizontal gutter margin was left attached to the
top or bottom of the sheet prior to overprinting.] 

P189003892 £1,100

301
SG 26 1905 (SE 4) registered cover (embossed Orange River Colony crest on flap) from Bloemfontein to Attorney
General's Office, Cape Town, franked by 1903-04 KEVII short set of 8 to 1s, tied by individual fine to very strikes of
"BRITISH ASSN / ORC" cds (additional strike alongside), with "WESTERN T.P.O. / R.L.S." cds (SP 6) on reverse.
Slight creasing and tiny traces of perf toning, still a delightful and very rare cover. [N.B. The British Association for
the Advancement of Science visited Bloemfontein in 1905. A special Post Office was opened in the Raadzaal
(Parliament Buildings) for the duration of the visit (2-4 September), with most business apparently taking place on
the first day of opening.] 

P223003396 £750
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302
SG 93 1898-1908 £10 lilac, lightly cancelled by near complete ‘BULAWAYO STATION/ S. RHODESIA‘ cds, dated
‘11 MAR 1911‘. Short perf at lower left, and colour slightly faded (as often), still an attractive example of this rarity,
this the first postally used example handled by us since 2005. (cat £2250) 

P223003234 £1,750

303
SG 94 1905 Victoria Falls 1d red, perf 14, complete folded sheet of 25 with Waterlow imprint and sheet number
"436", unmounted o.g. Odd minor gum bends and wrinkles, still very fine. A beautiful item, now scarce in this form. 

P223001778 £275
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304
SG 131 1910-13 2½d ultramarine, Perf 14, block of
four (R1-2/1-2, with part upper margin showing trace
of imprint), o.g. R2/1 hinged with a tiny tone speck,
otherwise unmounted. A fine and attractive positional
multiple. 

P223004097 £150

305
SG 139 1910-13 4d brown-purple and orange, upper
marginal with small part imprint, brilliant unmounted
o.g. (hinged on face of margin). Minor gum crease still
very fine fresh appearance. Very scarce in this
positional form and condition. 

P212021140 £110

306
SG 147 1910-13 8d dull purple and purple, fresh large
part o.g., centred low and with fractionally short perf at
lower right, still a fine example with distinctive fresh
colours. (cat £200) 

P223003408 £160

307
SG 147 1910-13 8d dull purple and purple, perf 14,
upper left corner marginal horizontal pair, pos 2
showing variety "Long gash in ear", very fine
unmounted o.g. (neatly mounted in margin only.) The
left stamp with trivial diagonal gum wrinkle, still a very
fine pair with lovely fresh colours, and rare in this ideal
form and condition. 

P223003350 £850

308
SG 148 1910-13 8d greenish black and purple, fresh
and fine large part o.g. A lovely fresh example. 

P223003410 £180

309
SG 148var 1910 8d greenish black and purple, Upper
marginal, pos 2 variety 'mid gash' in Queen’s ear, fresh
unmounted o.g. Very scarce in this exceptional
condition. 

P223003362 £550
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311
SG 152a var 1910-13 1s purple-black and blue-green,
fresh large part o.g., from Position 2 in the sheet
showing LONG GASH in Queen’s ear. Lovely fresh
colour and a difficult printing. 

P223003406 £395

312
SG 152a var 1910-13 1s purple-black and blue-green,
showing variety King's extra curl (Pos 46), unmounted
o.g. A few short perfs and faint handling bend
mentioned for strict accuracy, still a highly desirable
variety on this scarce printing, particularly in
unmounted condition. 

P223003407 £295

313
SG 159 1910-13 5s vermilion and deep green, fine large
part o.g. Senf H/S on reverse. 

P190008148 £325

314
SG 160 1910-13 5s scarlet and pale yellow-green, fresh
and fine large part o.g. 

P223003360 £350

315
SG 160a 1910-13 5s crimson and yellow-green, c.t.o.
with part Salisbury cds, dated "17 JUL 11". Trace of
vignette suffusion, still fine and attractive. (cat £200). 

P223003836 £160

316
SG 160b 1910-13 7s6d carmine and pale blue, brilliant
o.g. Centred slightly to foot, still very fine with lovely
fresh colour. 

P212022437 £600

317
SG 164 1910-13 10s blue-green and orange, well-
centred, brilliant large part o.g. 

P212022439 £400

318
SG 166 1910-13 £1 rose-scarlet and bluish black, fresh
large part o.g. with excellent perfs and centring.
Suspicion of a gum bend, still very fine appearance. (cat
£1600) 

P190004234 £1,300

310
SG 151, 152 1910-13 1s, four selected cds cancels of Southern Rhodesia, comprising 1s grey-black and deep blue-
green "INYATI 9 DEC 1910" (early date), and 1s black and pale blue-green x3, respectively "EIFFEL FLATS" (date
unclear), "GWANDA 26 NOV 17", and "MARSHBROOK 4 MAR 1918". Unobtrusive faults (creasing, Eiffel Flats
with a thin), still a splendid group, all but Eiffel Flats being exceptional full strikes. 

P223004110 £110
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321
SG 174 1910-13 4d black and orange, perf 15, upper
right corner marginal with sheet number "456", very
fine o.g. (stamp unmounted). Exceptional. 

P223003842 £100

322
SG 177 1910-13 1s "black and turquoise-blue", perf 15,
a well-centred vertical pair, pos. NG 8/13, the lower
stamp with "upper printer's mark", brilliant large part
o.g. (trivial gum adhesions mentioned for accuracy). A
very rare and desirable multiple, of lovely appearance. 

P223003873 £2,500

323
SG 179 1910-13 £1 black and red (= RSC "G", scarlet
and deep slate), perf 15, very fine used with full
Salisbury cds, dated "8 FEB 1918". A key rarity. 

P223003845 £3,250

324
SG 180 1910-13 3d purple and ochre (RSC "I"),
compound perf 14x15, attractively cancelled by full
Salisbury cds, dated "13 JAN 13". One short perf, still
far above average for this scarce stamp.(cat £300). 

P223003837 £225

325
SG 185 1910-13 8d black and purple, perf 13½, neatly
cancelled by part Salisbury cds. Scarce used, and much
above average. 

P223003833 £225

319
SG 166a 1910-13 £1 crimson and slate-black, brilliant o.g. Well-centred and very fine. Scarce thus. 

P212022440 £2,000

320
SG 169, 170a, 171a, 173a, 174/8 1910-13 Perf 15 used selection (one of each value except 2½d), comprising ½d
apple-green, 1d carmine-lake, 2d black and grey, 3d claret and pale yellow-ochre, and 4d to 2s, with fine colours
and neat (mostly dated) cds cancels, including full MARANDELLAS (4d) and FEIRA (6d). Odd minor blemishes (3d
with traces of perf toning, 1s with couple of short perfs, 2s tiny corner crease), still far above average for such a
range, and difficult to assemble thus. (cat £800). 

P223003874 £600
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327
SG 198b 1913-19 1½d bistre-brown, vertical pair, error
IMPERF BETWEEN, brilliant o.g. A couple of shortish
perfs mentioned for accuracy, still fine and very lightly
hinged. (cat £2750) 

P223002942 £1,950

328
SG 206b 1913-22 'Admiral' 1½d brown-ochre, perf 15,
block of 4, fine large part o.g. with lovely colour (lower
pair unmounted). A very scarce multiple. 

P212021182 £250

326
SG 192, 195, 198, 208, 283, 287 1913-19 Admiral 1d brown-red (Plate 3), 1d rose-red, 1½d bistre-brown and 2½d
dull blue, each in a Perf 14 marginal block of four (stamps unmounted), the 1d rose-red and 1½d matching with
imprint in interpane margin above, together with 1922-24 white paper ½d deep blue-green and 1½d brown-ochre
in fresh o.g. blocks for comparison. Odd insignificant blemishes (2½d with minute tone specks, ½d with minor
creasing), still a most attractive group of blocks. (cat £218+ as hinged singles). 

P223004402 £195

329
SG 208a 1913-22 'Admiral' ½d dull blue-green, perf 14x15, horizontal pair, very fine used with superb 'MASHABA /
S.RHODESIA' cds, dated '14 MAY 1920'. A very scarce multiple, and choice quality. Ex 'Dallas' (Sotheby's 18 Jul
1990, lot 1790) with PFSA cert (1973). 

P212021179 £450
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333
SG 231b 1913-19 10d blue and rose-red, Head die II,
Perf 14, fresh large part o.g. A very scarce and
distinctive shade. 

P223004098 £325
334

SG 240 1913-19 7s6d blackish purple and slate-black,
Head die II, Perf 14, lower marginal horizontal pair,
brilliant o.g. (stamps unmounted). A very scarce
multiple, in lovely condition. 

P223003711 £950

330
SG 221, 256d, 261 1913-21 Admirals, group of three blocks with Southern Rhodesia cancels, comprising Head Die
II 3d black and deep yellow block of six with BALLA BALLA cds, and Head Die IIIB 2d black and brownish grey
block of six used at Belingwe, and 4d black and orange-red block of four with fine PLUMTREE cds (17 DEC 20).
An attractive and uncommon trio. 

P223003875 £175

331
SG 223/33 1913-19 Head die II Perf 14, 3d to 1s, seven values, used, comprising 3d black and orange-yellow, 4d
black and pale red-orange, 5d black and grey-green, 6d black and bright mauve, 8d violet and green, 10d deep blue
and carmine-red and 1s black and deep turquoise-blue. The 8d with slightly heavy cancel, otherwise fine to very
fine, the 4d and 5d each with Glendale cds, the 6d Eiffel Flats, 1s Selukwe. (cat £283). 

P223004102 £225

332
SG 230, 259/60, 266 1913-19 8d violet and green, Head die II, and 1918-21 Head die IIIB 3d black and yellow, 3d
black and ochre, and 6d black and reddish lilac, each in a Perf 14 horizontal pair, fresh large part o.g. (cat £190+). 

P223004101 £160
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335
SG 248 1913-19 1s black and deep turquoise-blue,
Head die II, Perf 15, top marginal vertical pair, brilliant
large part o.g. with lovely colour. Couple of slightly
shortish perfs do not detract. (cat £150+). 

P223004099 £125

336
SG 249 1913-22 'Admiral' 2s6d deep blue and grey-
brown, head die II, perf 15, horizontal pair, attractively
cancelled by virtually complete 'ODZI / RHODESIA'
cds, dated '5 AUG 14'. A fine and scarce multiple. 

P212021192 £225

337
SG 252 1913-22 'Admiral' 7s6d blackish purple and
slate-black, head die II, perf 15, two examples in
distinctly different shades, fresh part or large part o.g.
A fine and interesting pair. (cat £500) 

P212021238 £395

338
SG 255h 1917-20 8d red-lilac and bluish green, Head
die IIIA, Perf 14, lightly cancelled by large part Insiza
(Station) cds, dated "4 MAR 1922". Slight creasing, still
fine appearance and scarce. (cat £225). 

P223003716 £140

339
SG 255h 1917-20 8d red-lilac and bluish green, Head
die IIIA, Perf 14, vertical pair, fine used with two large
part strikes of GATOOMA cds, dated "5 FEB 1918". A
very scarce and desirable multiple. 

P223003713 £450

340
SG 255m 1917-20 3s reddish brown and deep
turquoise-blue, Head Die IIIA Perf 14, lightly used.
Well above average for this scarce stamp. (cat £180). 

P223003717 £150

341
SG 256d/67, 272b, 273, 274a, 275 "1918-21 Head die IIIB (toned paper) 2d to 8d, 1s, 2s, 2s6d, 5s, ten values, used,
comprising 2d black and brownish grey, 3d black and ochre, 4d black and orange-red, 5d black and pale green
(Gwanda 6 FEB 22 cds), 6d black and reddish lilac (pair, Mashaba 21 APR 1922), 8d dull purple and blue-green, 1s
deep black and dull green (Hunters Road 18 MAR 1919), 2s 

black and brown, 2s6d deep blue and bistre-brown, and 5s deep blue and blue-green. Odd shortish perfs, and 8d
with minor colour run, still an attractive range, with cancellation interest as noted. (cat £433)."

P223004107 £295
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345
SG 304 1922-24 White paper 3s red-brown and
turquoise-blue, Head die IIIB, Perf 14, very fine o.g. 

P223003712 £130

346
SG 304 1922-24 White paper 3s red-brown and
turquoise-blue, Head die IIIB, Perf 14, fine used, and
scarce thus. 

P223003718 £170

342
SG 275/6 1918-21 Head die IIIB (toned paper) 5s deep
blue and blue-green, and 5s blue and pale yellow-
green, commercially used with neat cds cancels,
respectively showing years 1920 and 1921. Second with
minor wrinkling, still a very good pair, with dramatic
colour contrast. (cat £180). 

P223004108 £125

343
SG 286 1922-24 1d aniline red (toned paper), perf 14,
block of four, very fine o.g. (lower pair unmounted). An
interesting stamp, printed in 1916, but not released
until Aug 1924, for use in Northern Rhodesia only. 

P223003723 £100

344
SG 286 1922-24 1d aniline red (toned paper), perf 14, a remarkable used selection of this interesting stamp
(printed in 1916, but not released until Aug 1924, for use in Northern Rhodesia only), comprising thirteen pairs
(four vertical, nine horizontal) with dated cancels of Broken Hill, Chilanga, Choma, Kalomo, Livingstone, Lusaka,
Mazabuka, Mkushi, Monze, Mpika, Mumbwa, Namwala and Ndola. Fine to superb strikes, all with full dates
(between Oct 1924 and Mar 1925). Odd short perfs, still an exceptional group which would be very difficult to
assemble. [The first definitive stamps of Northern Rhodesia were issued 1 Apr 1925.] 

P223003725 £600
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347
SG 307 1922-24 White paper 5s deep blue and bright
green, Head die IIIB, Perf 14, vertical pair, fine
commercially used with part Shan(gani) cds, apparently
dated "1 APR 24" (date of issue of Southern Rhodesia
SG 1/14). Scarce multiple. (cat £380+). 

P223003719 £325

348
SG 308 1922-24 Head die IIIB (white paper) 7s6d
brown-purple and slate, neatly cancelled by
complementary part strikes of "REGISTERED /
BULAWAYO" cds. Minor thin spot (barely detectable),
still fine appearance. Very scarce used. (cat £425). 

P223004109 £225

349
SG 309 1922-24 White paper 10s crimson and bright
yellow-green, Head die IIIB, Perf 14, neatly cancelled
by part (Salisbu)ry cds, showing year "1922". Scarce
used. (cat £325). 

P223003720 £275

350
SG 311 1922-24 White paper £1 black and magenta,
Head die IIIB, Perf 14, neatly cancelled by part
REGISTERED cds. Small blue crayon mark at upper
right, still an attractive example. Very scarce genuinely
used. (cat £900). 

P223003722 £450

RHODESIA &
NYASALAND

351
SG 7 1954-56 6d bright reddish purple, imperforate
upper left corner block of 4 from the printer's file sheet
with punched security holes and annotations in margin,
unmounted o.g. (marginal adhesion). Minor bends and
wrinkling, still very fine appearance. 

P212021709 £150

SEYCHELLES

352
SG Z2 1859 Mauritius 6d blue, imperf with good to
large margins (except just touched at upper left), with
very fine complete "B64". Shallow thinning on reverse,
and trivial corner crease, still far above average for this
rare usage. BPA cert (2022). (cat £900) 

P223003658 £395

353
SG Z4 1859-61 Mauritius 1s vermilion 'Britannia', good
to large margins except just in at foot, with fine virtually
complete 'B64'. Far above average for this rare usage.
BPA cert (2004). (cat £1400) 

P212015471 £850
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354
SG Z25 1863-72 Mauritius 10d
maroon, with fine large part "B64".
Typical centring but well average
for this scarce usage. BPA cert
(2022). (cat £325) 

P223003654 £225

355
SG Z38 1878 Mauritius 4c on 1d
bistre, with superb nearly complete
"B64". Odd shortish perfs
mentioned for accuracy, still choice
quality and very scarce thus. BPA
cert (2022). 

P223003655 £350

356
SG Z57 var 1883-90 Mauritius 4c
orange, wmk CA, with fine large
part 'SEYCHELLES' code 'C' cds,
dated '2(?) FE 84'. One short perf
and minor corner creases but rare.
From the brief period (25-29 Feb
1884) when the 'B64' obliterator
seems to have been mislaid. [See
footnote below ZR1.] BPA cert
(2014). 

P212015497 £325

357
SG 1s/8s 1890 set of 8 to 96c, Die I, opt 'SPECIMEN', o.g. Slight blemishes as nearly always (gum creasing, odd
faintly toned perfs), still an above average set with fresh colours. (cat £225) 

P223001729 £125

358
SG 9 var 1890-92 2c green and rose, Die II, block of 24 (6x4), the third stamp of the third row showing a prominent
dent to frame of 2c duty tablet, neatly cancelled by SEYCHELLES cds, dated 'FE 2 00', which leaves the flaw
completely clear. A couple of normals with minor traces of toning, still a fine and interesting multiple. [N.B.
Although damage to the 2c duty plate is encountered on a relatively frequent basis, this particular example is of at
least the same magnitude as the listed 'Dented frame' variety on the Edwardian key plate.] 

P212013985 £125
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359
SG 15a 1893 3c on 4c carmine and green, Die II, error
SURCHARGE INVERTED, lower marginal, fine o.g. 

P212014004 £300

360
SG 15b 1893 3c on 4c carmine and green, Die II, error
SURCHARGE DOUBLE, fresh o.g. Very fine and
scarce. 

P212014005 £475

361
SG 18a 1893 15c on 16c chestnut and blue, Die I, error
SURCHARGE INVERTED, large part o.g. Fractionally
toned, still much above average. Clear RPS cert (1985).
(cat £325) 

P212013997 £225

362
SG 18b 1893 15c on 16c chestnut and blue, Die I, error
SURCHARGE DOUBLE, large part o.g. Faintly
yellowish gum and minor wrinkles, still fine
appearance. Rare. Clear BPA cert (2007). (cat £1300) 

P212013994 £850

364
SG 25s var 1893 (Nov) 45c brown and carmine, opt
"SPECIMEN", showing the constant variety Broken "M"
(pos. 41 of the setting), o.g. A couple of shortish perfs
barely detract. Only 13 possible. 

P223001728 £65

365
SG 1894 (Nov) engraved die proof of stamp impression
for 1895 30c postal stationery envelope, in black on
thick surfaced wove (65 x 55mm) with guidelines and
complete die-sinking. A very rare and beautiful item.
Ex Weiss (Harmers 15 Dec 2004, lot 429) and Farmer
(RL 11 May 1977, lot 163). 

P212015441 £950

363
SG 22s/25s 1893 (Nov) New values set of 4 to 45c, opt "SPECIMEN", in HORIZONTAL STRIPS OF 4 (the 12c and
45 marginal at left, 15c marginal at right), unmounted o.g. Faintly toned, and one 15c with short perfs, still
attractive and rare multiples. 

P223001727 £325
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366
SG 28a 1897-1900 2c orange-brown and green, variety
Repaired "S" from left pane, R7/3, neatly cancelled by
virtually complete SEYCHELLES cds, dated "AP 21 02".
Slight perf toning (mainly on reverse) barely detracts.
Attractive and very scarce in used condition. Maximum
of 504 possible, but with a low survival rate. (cat £375) 

P223002047 £250

367
SG 1899 (Feb 23) Keyplate (Die II) colour trial in
yellow and black, inscribed 'IMPERIUM / 2c' (white
numeral), imperforate on unwmkd wove, brilliant o.g.
(affixed at upper left corner to small piece). From the
colour scheme submitted for the Seychelles on 23
February 1899 in connexion with the new 6c, 75c, 1r50
and 2r25 values. Very fine. Ex DLR archives. [See 'The
De La Rue Collection', p.5636] 

P212014035 £350

368
SG 1899 (Feb 23) Keyplate (Die II) colour trial in
chestnut and purple, inscribed 'IMPERIUM / 2c' (white
numeral), imperforate on unwmkd wove, brilliant o.g.
(affixed at upper left corner to small piece). From the
colour scheme submitted for the Seychelles on 23
February 1899 in connexion with the new 6c, 75c, 1r50
and 2r25 values. Very fine. Ex DLR archives. [See 'The
De La Rue Collection', p.5636] 

P212014034 £350

369
SG 34 1899 (Sep) 1r imperforate colour trial in sage-
green and black on unwmkd wove, prepared in
connexion with the new 75c, 1r50 and 2r25 values
(issued in 1900), part o.g. Very fine and rare. 

P212014041 £475

370
SG 34 1899 (Sep) 1r imperforate colour trial in bright
mauve and black on unwmkd wove, prepared in
connexion with the new 75c, 1r50 and 2r25 values
(issued in 1900). Very fine and rare. Ex Winchester
(Sothebys 19 Jul 1996, lot 434 - realised £481 + VAT). 

P212014042 £475

371
SG 46a 1903 KEVII 2c chestnut and green, wmk CA,
variety "Dented frame" (left pane, R1/6), fresh large
part o.g. Odd fractionally shortish perfs, still fine. (cat
£160) 

P223003137 £110

372
SG 69a 1906 1r50 black and carmine, wmk MCA,
upper right corner example showing variety 'Dented
frame' (left pane, R1/6), fresh o.g. A couple of minor
gum wrinkles, still fine. Only 154 possible, and a rarity
in this fully positional form. 

P223002025 £1,100
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373
SG 82s/97s 1917-22 set of 16 to 5r, wmk MCA, opt 'SPECIMEN', large part o.g. to o.g. Couple of minor blemishes
(5r with faint perf tones), still a fine set with fresh colours. Scarce complete. (cat £325) 

P212014882 £275

374
SG 107s var 1921-32 Script watermark 12c grey (die II), the 1927 re-issue, opt 'SPECIMEN' (type D16 - 15.5 x
1.75mm), fine unmounted o.g. Scarce. (See footnote after SG 123). 

P223001534 £120

375
SG 128s/131s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1r, perf 'SPECIMEN' (type B9), o.g., the 20ct with a short perf and a
bend; the other values unmounted. 

P223001517 £150
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376
SG 130a 1935 Jubilee 20c brown and deep blue, variety
'Extra flagstaff' (vignette plate '1', R9/1), very fine used
and extremely scarce thus. Total printing only 955
sheets from six vignette plates, and the variety could
not have been present on the large initial printing of
334 sheets. 

P212003487 £475

377
SG 130d 1935 Silver Jubilee 20c brown and deep blue,
variety 'Flagstaff on right-hand turret (vignette plate '5',
R7/1), very fine o.g. Total printing only 955 sheets,
from eight (!) vignette plates. 

P212003486 £750

378
SG 135s/49s 1938-49 set of 24 to 5r, perf "SPECIMEN" (type H3), large part o.g. Odd minor bends or wrinkles, and
some 1941 values with slightly yellowish gum (as almost always), still a fine set with lovely fresh colours. Very scarce
complete, and well above average. (cat £900) 

P223002021 £750
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379
SG 158/172 1952 set of 15 to 10r, unmounted o.g. 

P212020953 £90

SIERRA LEONE

380
SG 07-Oct 1872-73 set of 4 to 1s, wmk CC sideways (to right from back), perf 12½, lightly used with "B 31" cancels.
Minor blemishes (3d with slight bend, 1s with a few short perfs), still an above average set, the 4d with clear profile.
(cat £225). 

P212021658 £150

381
SG 10 1872-73 1s green, wmk CC sideways (to right from back), perf 12½, fresh and well-centred, part o.g. Some
bends, still a good example. Very scarce in unused condition. (cat £600) 

P212021661 £350

382
SG 22var 1884 5s on 1s green, wmk CC, provisional surcharge for revenue use, horizontal strip of six with both side
margins, fresh o.g. (four stamps unmounted). With red brush stroke from the remainders, as usually found. Minor
wrinkles, still an attractive and unusual multiple. (See Part I footnote after SG 26). 

P212021668 £195

383
SG 41/53 1896-97 QV Keyplate set of 13 to £1, large part o.g. to o.g. 5s value with minor blemishes, still a fine set
with very fresh colours. (cat £450) 

P212020759 £395
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386
SG 56 1897 2½d on 3d dull purple
and green, type 10 surcharge, very
fine o.g. Only 740 possible, with this
type occurring only five times in the
10x3 setting. 

P212021650 £80

387
SG 57 1897 2½d on 3d dull purple
and green, type 11 surcharge, very
fine o.g. Only 296 possible, with this
type occurring only twice in the
10x3 setting. 

P212021651 £200

388
SG 58 1897 2½d on 3d dull purple
and green, type 12 surcharge, fresh
large part o.g. Small imperfections
(slight gum crease and a tiny gum
thin), still fine appearance and a
good example of this very scarce
stamp. Only 148 possible, with this
type occurring only once in the
10x3 setting, at R3/9. (cat £400). 

P212021652 £175

384
SG 41s/53s 1896-97 QV Keyplate set of 13 to £1, opt "SPECIMEN", part o.g. (a few low values with little gum).
Some imperfections (5d surface scuff, 1s corner crease, £1 adhesion), still good to fine appearance with fresh
colours. (cat £300). 

P212020761 £180

385
SG 55/8 1897 2½d on 3d dull purple and green, horizontal strip of 4 from R3/7-10 of the setting of 30, comprising
types 10, 11, 12 and 8 se-tenant, large part o.g. Some gum tones, still fine appearance and a rare multiple. 148
possible of type 12, 296 of type 11, 740 of type 10. (cat £695+). 

P212021608 £425
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389
SG 60 1897 2½d on 6d dull purple and green, type 10,
brilliant o.g. Only 980 possible. 

P190009444 £55

390
SG 61 1897 2½d on 6d dull purple and green, type 11
surcharge, fresh o.g. Trivial gum bend mentioned for
accuracy, still very fine. Only 392 possible, with this
type occurring only twice in the 10x3 setting. (cat
£170). 

P212021657 £140

391
SG 62 1897 2½d on 6d dull purple and green, type 12
surcharge, fresh large part o.g. Very scarce. Only 196
possible, with this type occurring only once in the 10x3
setting, at R3/9. 

P212021655 £350

392
SG 63, 66/b 1897 2½d on 1s dull lilac, upper left corner
block of six (2x3) with plate number "1", R1-3/1-2 of the
setting, showing types 8 (x4), 11 (at R3/2) and 13 (at
R2/2) se-tenant, unused. Rather washed colour as often
(supposedly as a result of a proportion of the stock
having been immersed in sea-water), otherwise fine and
of very good appearance. A rare and most interesting
positional multiple, with only 35½ sheets surcharged,
yielding 1562 of type 8, 284 of type 11, and just 71 of
type 13. Also shows reversed albino impressions of the
surcharge in the left margin, which was folded back
before surcharging. (cat £2880+). 

P212021648 £950

393
SG 66b 1897 2½d on 1s dull lilac, type 13 surcharge,
large part o.g. Fractionally toned gum as often, still fine
and very scarce. Signed 'AD' (= Diena) with Sorani cert
(1990). (cat £1800) 

P212001979 £1,400
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394
SG 73s/85s 1903 KEVII Keyplate set of 13 to £1, wmk CA, opt "SPECIMEN", large part o.g. Odd trivial blemishes
(tiny gum tones/wrinkles) and £1 with gum crease, still fine appearance with fresh colours. (cat £250). 

P212020764 £175

395
SG 112/28 1912-21 set of 17 to £1, wmk MCA, part to large part o.g. Minor imperfections (5s tone marks on gum,
£1 gum crease) but overall fine fresh appearance, the £1 exceptionally upper marginal with sheet number '018'. (cat
£400+) 

P190009477 £225

396
SG 130 1912-21 Wmk MCA £5 orange and green, o.g. Slightly off-centre, with typical rather flat gum, still a really
fine and fresh example of this key high value. (cat £4500). 

P212020719 £3,950

397
SG 131/46 1921-27 set of 16 to 10s, Script wmk, fresh large part o.g. Odd imperfections (10d gum fault, 10s couple
shortish perfs) but very fine appearance. (cat £225) 

P190009480 £175
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398
SG 131s/146s 1921-7 Script watermark set of sixteen to 10/-, overprinted SPECIMEN type D12, 12a or 16, large
part or (mostly) unmounted o.g. The 1/- with a few uneven perfs at left, otherwise fine, a difficult set. 

P223001632 £500

399
SG 155/67 1932 set of 13 to £1, brilliant large part o.g. with wonderfully fresh colours. Odd short perfs on low
values, still an exceptional "New issue" set and now seldom seen thus, after 90 years 

P212020765 £275

400
SG 155s/67s 1932 set of 13 to £1, perf "SPECIMEN" (types W8 - ½d to 1s, or B9 - 2s to £1), brilliant unmounted o.g.
with wonderful fresh colours. Choice quality and the first unmounted set we have ever seen of this attractively
designed set, the two different perfins reflecting the two printers involved in its production. 

P212021203 £395

401
SG 168/80 1933 Wilberforce set of 13 to £1, large part o.g. to o.g. with very fresh colours and the key top value
apparently unmounted. A fine and most attractive set. 

P212020727 £1,100
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402
SG 168s/80s 1933 Wilberforce set of 13 to £1, perf "SPECIMEN" (type B9), fresh large part o.g. to o.g. Odd minor
wrinkles, and the 4d value sadly with a closed tear (barely apparent), otherwise fine and attractive. (cat £850) 

P212020728 £695

403
SG 181/a/184/a 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, in matching lower left corner blocks of four from vignette plate "1",
each showing variety "Extra flagstaff" on R9/1, large part o.g. to o.g. Odd minor marginal blemishes and lower pair
of 1s block with a couple of trivial tones, still a fine and attractive set, much fresher than often found. Total printings
of 5d and 1s values respectively only 812 and 727 sheets, each from four vignette plates. (cat £960+). 

P212021669 £750

404
SG 185s/7s 1937 Coronation set of 3, perf "SPECIMEN" (type B9), very fine o.g. 

P212020768 £120
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406
SG 21a 1903 (2 Nov) 1r green and aniline carmine, opt
at foot, horizontal pair, the right stamp (R6/4, upper
pane) showing variety '1' for first 'I' in 'BRITISH', fresh
large part o.g. Maximum of 44 possible. 

P212012635 £475

407
SG 21c 1903 (2 Nov) 1r green and aniline carmine,
Type 1 overprint at base, with R7/5 lower pane variety
'SOMAL.LAND'. Unmounted o.g. with excellent colour
and gum, exceptionally rare in this form, with only 22
examples possible in any condition 

P212003354 £625

408
SG 22 1903 (1 Sep) 2r carmine and yellow-brown, opt
at bottom, very fine o.g. Only 1700 printed. 

P190001650 £130

409
SG 22a 1903 (2 Nov) 2r carmine and yellow-brown, opt
at foot, variety 'Curved opt' from R3/4, top right pane,
fresh large part o.g. Maximum of 18 possible. BPA cert
(1977) as SG 22 var, prior to catalogue listing. 

P212012637 £850

405
SG 26 1883 (NO 10) cover from Freetown to Scotland, franked at 8d double rate by 1883 4d blue, wmk CA, horiz
pair, tied by fine to very fine individual strikes of "B31" numeral, with red m/s "6" accountancy mark and very fine
red "PAID / LIVERPOOL / BR. PACKET" transit cds for "30 NO 83" on face. The reverse with red "SIERRA
LEONE / PAID" despatch cds, and Aviemore arrival cds (DE 1). Part of flap neatly excised on opening, still an
exceptional and rare usage. 

P223003391 £1,100

SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
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410
SG 23 1903 (1 Sep) 3r brown and green, opt at bottom,
very fine large part o.g. Only 1548 printed. 

P190001648 £140

411
SG 23a 1903 (2 Nov) QV 3r brown and green, ERROR
OPT INVERTED (with a second inverted albino
impression as always), large part o.g. Fine and rare.
Only one sheet of 96 existed. "W.H.P." (Peckitt) H/S on
reverse as always, with pencil number "56" (position on
sheet). PFSA cert (2000). 

P190001734 £950

412
SG 23b 1903 (2 Nov) 3r brown and green, type 1 opt at
bottom, showing variety 'Curved opt', fresh o.g. One
shortish perf mentioned for accuracy, but one of only
16 possible from R3/4, top right pane. 

P212012663 £900

413
SG 23d 1903 (2 Nov) 3r brown and green, type 1 opt at
bottom, variety 'SOMAL.LAND' from R3/4, third pane
in right column, fresh part to large part o.g. Rare, one
of only 16 possible. BPA cert (2014). (cat £950) 

P212012664 £750

414
SG 27a 1903 (2 Nov) KEVII 2a violet, type 1 opt,
horizontal pair from right of sheet, the right stamp
error 'BRIT SH' from R7/12 upper pane, very fine o.g.
(barest trace of hinging). A major rarity. BPA cert
(2013). 

P212013015 £1,300

415
SG 36 1903 (25 JUN) die proof of frame for 1904 KEVII 3a value, in black on glazed card (92x60mm), stamped
"AFTER HARDENING" at upper right and dated in blue at upper left. Very fine. 

P189010989 £250
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SG 93s/104s 1938 set of 12 to 5r, perf 'SPECIMEN', (Type W8a) fresh large part o.g. very fine for this popular and
attractive set. 

P212020744 £350

417
SG 137/148 1953-58 set of 12 to 10s, unmounted o.g. 

P212020901 £120

418
SG O6/9, O10s/13s vars, O15s 1904 part ledger page from the Madagascar UPU archive, bearing single examples of
the 1903 KEVII "SERVICE" short set of 4 to 8a opts on India (distributed from Bern in normal mint condition on
25 July 1903), and the 1904 KEVII "O.H.M.S." set of 5 to 1r, opt "SPECIMEN", tied together by five strikes of the
red "POSTES ET TELEGRAPHES / COLLECTION DE BERNE / MADAGASCAR" circular receiving handstamp.
The piece with "LE DIRECTEUR des Postes et Telegraphes H/S at lower right, with accompanying MS
endorsement and signature. A fascinating and unique item, the 1903 set only identifiable as "Specimen" examples
by the additional receiving mark, while the 1904 ½a to 8a come from the fifth column of the setting and each
virtually show the "No stop after M" variety (as SG O10a/13a), appearing as a tiny stop on the ½a and 1a, but with
only a minute trace remaining on the 2a and 8a. 

P223004404 £550
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419
SG 79, 86 1935 (18 DE) special printed 'ALA LITTORIA' cover from Berbera to Eritrea, carried on first flight,
franked by 1921 6a green and violet and 1935 Silver Jubilee 1a, tied by 'BERBERA' despatch cds, with 'ASMARA'
arrival cds dated '21.12.35' alongside. Rome '1.1.36' backstamp, reflecting onward despatch to addressee. Very fine
and attractive. Apparently only about 10 covers flown. 

P190014470 £395

420
SG 86/89l 1935 (26 DE) registered airmail ‘Yeomans‘ cover from Berbera to London, franked by 1935 Silver Jubilee
set of 4 to 1r, the 1r value exceptionally from vignette plate ‘2B‘, R10/6, showing variety ‘Kite and horizontal log‘, all
tied by two strikes of despatch cds, with airmail and registrations label at foot. Unobtrusive wrinkle (and faint
registration line), still highly attractive with the variety a rarity on cover. Total printing only 792 sheets from at least
three vignette plates, with this variety only present on Sept - Nov 1935 printings (= 436 sheets). 

P223002014 £325
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421
SG AT1, 3-6, 8-12 ARMY TELEGRAPHS (Boer War). 1899-1900 ½d vermilion to £1 (the ½d a horizontal pair), ten
values (the 8d was not used during the Boer War) tied to individual pieces. A very fine set, most with fully dated cds
and very difficult to assemble thus. 

P212011942 £475

422
SG AT6a 1899-1900 6d lilac and green, DIAGONAL BISECT used as 3d, tied to small piece by "NP-M" Army
Telegraphs cds dated "30.III.00". Very rare usage. 

P189005160 £250

423
SG AT13 Army Telegraphs (Boer War). 1899-1900 £5 lilac and green, fresh large part o.g. Trivial Diagonal gum
wrinkle mentioned for acuracy, still a very fine example which ranks amongst the best we have handled. Rare. (cat
£500) 

P212002552 £450
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424
SG Z100 1908-09 Natal £1 purple and black/red, very fine used, cancelled by near complete 'JOHANNESBURG/22'
cds, dated '20 JUL 11'. An interprovincial rarity, this just the second example we have seen in 20 years. 

P212022321 £900

425
SG Mar-17 1913-24 ½d to 1s3d, 23 values with a range of shades comprising ½d x4, 1d x2, 1½d x3, 2d, 2½d x3, 3d
black and orange x2, 3d ultramarine x3, 4d, 6d x2, 1s and 1s3d, each as a block of 4, large part o.g. to o.g. Most
with yellow gum, and odd perf blemishes, but an attractive and difficult group to assemble. (cat £415+) 

P201010489 £225

426
SG Mar-13 1913-24 short set of 11 to 1s3d, horizontal pairs from the upper left (2½d, 3d black and orange-red, 1s),
upper right (1½d, 6d, 1s3d), lower left (½d, 1d, 4d) or lower right (2d, 3d ultramarine) corners of the sheet with
plate number '3' (1d), '6' (½d) or '1', large part o.g. to o.g. (stamps mostly unmounted). Odd minor blemishes, and
most with yellow gum, still attractive and difficult to assemble in this positional form. 

P201010691 £175
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428
SG 16 1913-24 10s deep blue and olive-green, very fine
unmounted o.g. 

P201010676 £275

429
SG 17 1913-24 £1 green and red, interpane margin at
right, very fine unmounted o.g. 

P201010760 £950

427
SG 3s/17s 1913-24 set of 14 to £1, opt or H/S (1½d, 1s3d, £1) 'SPECIMEN', large part o.g. to o.g. The original set of
10 to 10s with type SA3 opt in blue, the 1916 £1 with type SA4 H/S in green, the 1920 1½d and 1s3d with type SA4
H/S in violet, as always. Minor perf blemishes, still most attractive with lovely fresh colours, the 5s to £1 with
interpane margin at left. A very scarce set complete. (cat £1600) 

P201010473 £1,300

430
SG 34s/9s 1927-30 Pictorial set of 7 to 10s in horizontal pairs (except 4d separated singles), handstamped
"SPECIMEN" in violet (Samuel type SA5), large part o.g. Faintly yellowish gum and 10s with tiny gum thin, still an
attractive set with fresh colours. (cat £1100) 

P189003732 £550

431
SG 48cw 1930-45 1s brown and deep blue, "SUIDAFRIKA" one word, wmk inverted, upper right corner horizontal
pair, the upper left stamp (R1/5, issue 1) showing the "Twisted horn" variety, unmounted o.g. (hinged in margin).
Attractive and scarce in this positional form. 

P223002618 £250
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SG 26/29 1934 (8 Mar) registered airmail cover from Durban to Cape Town, franked by 1925 Air set of 4 to 9d, tied
by two fine to very fine strikes of the special 'ROYAL TOUR H.R.H. PRINCE GEORGE / SOUTH AFRICA' oval ds
used by the Post Office attached to the Royal Tour Train, with black/orange airmail label at left tied by boxed
'ROYAL TOUR / KONINKLIKE TOER' registration h/s in violet. Cape Town arrival backstamp (9 MAR). Trivial
edge blemishes, still very fine and most attractive. 

P190006299 £225

433
SG 46b, 47w 1934 (3 Dec) printed South African Travel Bureau illustrated air mail cover (originally produced for
the 1932 first flight to England), carried on the first Imperial Airways flight from Cape Town to Australia, franked
by 1930-44 wmk UPRIGHT 4d brown and 6d green & orange horizontal pairs, the 4d showing SPEAR FLAW on
the right (Afrikaans) stamp (R9/2), tied by three strikes of Cape Town despatch cds. Backstamped at Sydney (21
DEC) and Randwick (22 DE). Odd minor blemishes (bend affecting 6d pair) still a delightful usage with the variety
very rare on cover. 

P212000336 £450
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434
SG O4 Official. 1926 (1 Dec) "Set 2" (= 1927 issue) 6d
green and orange, SG type O1 opt on Pretoria ptg,
block of eight (4x2), lightly used with "ROSEBANK
CAPE" cds, dated "27 JUN 27". A fine and desirable
multiple, with the 6d Pretoria printing considerably
scarcer than the "Set 1" London ptg, as per the Part I
footnote. [Union Handbook O8]. 

P223003876 £300

435
SG O6 Official. 1928-30 "Set 3" (= 1928 issue) 6d green
and orange, SG type O1 opt (reading upwards, but
without stops), block of four, centrally cancelled by fine
"ROSEBANK CAPE" cds, showing year "29". [Union
Handbook O11]. 

P223003877 £110

436
SG O11/a Official. 1929-31 "Set 6" (= 1931 issue) 2s6d
green and brown, London printing, SG type O2 opt
(18-19mm space), lower left corner block of four,
showing variety "Stop after OFFISIEEL" on lower left
(Afrikaans) stamp (R10/1), fresh unmounted o.g.
Typical centring, still a fine positional block, and very
scarce unmounted. Ex Matheson. [Union Handbook
O25 V4] 

P189014577 £395

437
SG O12e Official. 1930-47 "Set 7" (= 1932 issue) ½d
black and green roto, "SUIDAFRIKA" one word, SG
type O2 opt (12½mm spacing), ERROR OPT DOUBLE
(the two impressions vertically in line but 11mm apart),
right marginal horizontal pair with part "arrow" from
R11/11-12 of the one sheet that existed, fresh large part
o.g. (unobtrusive faults in margin only). A desirable
positional example. Ex Matheson. [Union Handbook
O26 V7] 

P189013181 £550
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438
SG O25var Official. 1935-49 "Set 23" (= 1949-50 issue)
1s "deep brown and dark violet-blue", SG type O2 opt
(OFFICIAL at right) with 20mm spacing, final
unscreened printing, lower right corner vertical pair
from R19-20/6 of a sheet, showing spectacular leftward
misplacement of opt, leaving both stamps with
"OFFICIAL" only, very fine o.g. (trivial marginal
blemishes). A famous error, of which only five vertical
pairs are considered to have survived (from sheet
number "8020"), with horizontal pairs unknown, and
unique in this positional form. Ex Matheson, and
illustrated on Hisey & Matheson p.113. [Union
Handbook O123 V2] 

P212002669 £750

439
SG O33a var Official. 1944-50 "Set 20A" (= 1944 issue)
1½d "yellow-buff and deep slate-green" ("SUID-
AFRIKA" hyphenated, medium format), SG type O2
opt (14½mm spacing) WITH DIAERESES, block of 4
from R3-4/3-4 on the sheet, the upper right stamp
showing the prominent constant variety "Gold blob on
headgear" (R3/4), large part o.g. Faintly yellowish gum
(and lower right stamp with tiny corner crease), still
fine and fresh appearance. A remarkable and
excessively rare block with the "Blob" variety in the
diaeresis setting, which requires separate Part I listing,
alongside SG O33b. Ex Matheson. [Union Handbook
O99] 

P189013519 £1,500

440
SG O34var Official. 1949-50 "Set 23" 1½d "dull ochre
and and dull bluish slate", SG type O2 opt with 16.5mm
spacing but APPLIED HORIZONTALLY, horizontal
pair, fine unmounted o.g. Long considered to be of
clandestine origin (and therefore omitted from the
Union Handbook), but not improbably a genuine error,
of which only one sheet (with Cyclometer number
"7904") existed. Footnoted in "Part I" (after SG O35) as
of unclear status, but listed more fully by Murray Payne
as CW O19b, and Hisey & Matheson p. 71 as "O120A".
A spectacular and intriguing item, the only South
African Official with horizontal opt. Ex Matheson, with
Briefmarkenprufstelle Basel cert (2004) as Bridger &
Kay (= CW) O19b. 

P212001944 £1,000

441
SG O36a Official. 1947-49 "Set 20A" (= 1946-47 issue)
2d "Deep bluish grey and dark purple", hyphenated
with screened vignette, SG type O2 opt with 20mm
spacing, upper right corner horizontal pair, R1/5-6,
each stamp with shorter "OFFISIEEL" showing
"Diaeresis over second E", and also shorter
"OFFICIAL", very fine unmounted o.g. Very scarce in
this form and condition. Ex Matheson. [Union
Handbook O105 V1, listed as part of "Set 21"]. 

P212001913 £700
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442
SG O36b var Official. 1947-49 "Set 23"(=1949-50 issue) 2d "dull blue-grey and vivid violet" roto (screened centre),
"SUID-AFRIKA" hyphenated, SG type O2 opt (20mm space), right marginal block of four, showing OPT
DRAMATICALLY MISPLACED TO LEFT (and slightly diagonal), being R15-16/5-6 from the part sheet of 84
(cyclometer number 2077) illustrated in "SA Philatelist" for Dec 1950, fresh and fine o.g. (lower pair unmounted).
The left pair with the two lines of opt placed centrally and transposed ("OFFICIAL" at left, "OFFISIEEL" at right,
just 7.5mm apart), while the right pair shows only "OFFICIAL" at centre, with "OFFISIEEL" completely
OMITTED. A spectacular and most desirable block which includes two of the seven possible examples with
"OFFISIEEL" omitted, and uniquely preserves the last digit of the cyclometer number. Ex Matheson. [Union
Handbook O121 V2] 

P189017593 £850

443
SG O38 Official. 1949-50 "Set 23" 1s "sepia-brown and blue" SCREENED rotogravure (= April 1950 issue), SG type
O2 opt with 20mm spacing, upper and lower Arrow blocks of four, respectively unmounted o.g. and o.g. (lower pair
unmounted). The second with light gum crease, still a most attractive pair of proving blocks. From a printing of 300
sheets, using an overprint forme unique to this stamp, which was the last in the old typeset format, prior to the
introduction of the SG type O5 stereo blocks in June 1950. Ex Matheson. [Union Handbook O124 Ca] 

P212002703 £110
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444
SG O47a Official. 1950-54 1s blackish brown and
ultramarine, type O7 opt, lower right corner block of 4
with Cylinder numbers '6926' and '6935', brilliant o.g.
(lower pair unmounted). Attractive and very scarce in
this positional form. 

P190004352 £250

[
445

SG O47a Official. 1950-54 "Set 29" (= Feb 1953
printing) 1s blackish brown and ultramarine, SG type
O7 (stereo) opt, horizontal pair, fine used. The scarce
and distinctive shade (described in the Union
Handbook as "Dark sepia and milky blue", although
Hisey & Matheson note that the vignette is almost
black). Ex Matheson. [Union Handbook O155] 

P212002718 £190

446
SG O50/aa Official. 1950-54 "Set 29" (= Feb 1953 issue)
5s black and pale blue-green (screened roto), SG type
O7 (stereo) opt, lower right corner block of four (R19-
20/5-6), with cylinder numbers "6925" (frame) and "36"
(vignette), and showing stamp variety V6 (the "Rain"
flaw) on R20/6, unmounted o.g. (light marginal hinge
marks). A scarce and interesting block. Ex Matheson.
[Union Handbook O157 Cb] 

P212002737 £250

447
SG O50b Official. 1950-54 "Set 30" (= Jan 1954 issue)
5s black and deep yellow-green (screened roto), SG
type O7 (stereo) opt, lower right corner block of four
(R19-20/5-6), with cylinder numbers "72" (frame) and
"8" (vignette), unmounted o.g. Scarce. Ex Matheson.
[Union Handbook O164 Cb] 

P212002738 £225
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448
SG O51 Official. 1950-54 "Set 24" (= June 1950 printing) 10s blue and charcoal, SG type O7 (stereo) opt, right
marginal block of four with Cyclometer number "3291", very fine o.g. (lower pair unmounted). A desirable proving
block, illustrated on Hisey and Matheson p. 194. Ex Matheson. [Union Handbook O132] 

P212002720 £175

449
SG O5a, O8 Official. 1930 (20 FEB) registered OHMS cover from Pretoria to Newport, IOW, franked at 6d rate (2d
postage + 4d registration) by 1929-31 1d black and carmine "Set 4" (= 1929 issue) and 1928-30 2d grey and
maroon "Set 4" (= 1929 issue, recess, 19mm space), each in horiz pair, tied by legible cds (another very fine strike on
reverse), with fine registration cachet and oval crowned "POSTMASTER GENERAL'S OFFICE / OFFICIAL FREE"
H/S at left. Arrival backstamps of "17 MR 30". The cover a little toned, with small faults, still a fine and neat usage,
most unusual with two intact pairs, and the overprint on the 2d markedly misplaced to left. Ex Matheson. [Union
Handbook O13, O14] 

P212009655 £150
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450
SG O36a, O21aw Official. 1947 (30 OCT) printed O.H.M.S. cover from Pretoria to Athens, franked at 3d by 1935-
49 "Set 20" (= 1944-46 issue) 1d "sepia-grey and carmine" single and 1947-49 "Set 20A" (= 1946-47 issue) 2d "Deep
bluish grey and dark purple" screened vignette single, SG type O2 opt with 20mm spacing, R1/6 of the setting, with
shorter "OFFISIEEL" showing "Diaeresis over second E", and also shorter "OFFICIAL", tied by "PRETORIA / 91"
cds. Minor wrinkles, still a fine and very rare usage of a "Diaeresis" variety on cover. Ex Matheson. [Union
Handbook O105 V1, listed as part of "Set 21"]. 

P212001932 £450

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

451
SG 1s/12s 1923 set of 12 to £1, setting I opt ('ZUID-WEST' with hyphen, 14mm space between lines of opt), singles
with Afrikaans type 2 opt and additional vertical 'SPECIMEN' opt (type SWA1) for UPU distribution, large part o.g.
Odd minor blemishes (5s, 10s bends), still much above average for this very difficult set. Only about 408 sets of
singles were distributed. (cat £1700) [N.B. The ½d to 1s3d, 10s, and £1 each show a distinctive broken top to 'S' of
'SPECIMEN'.] 

P201013784 £1,300
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455
SG 59c 1927-30 1d black and carmine, type 10 'S.W.A.'
opt at top, upper left corner block of 8 (2x4), the upper
pair ERROR OPT OMITTED yielding two vertical
pairs with and without opt, brilliant unmounted o.g.
(mounted in margins). Minor marginal blemishes, but
spectacular and UNIQUE in this positional form (see
p.173 of 'The Overprinted Stamps of South West Africa
to 1930' by Natie Becker). 

P201013780 £1,750

456
SG 64b/ba 1927-30 1/- brown and deep blue perf 14 x
13½ (down) overprinted S.W.A., top marginal block of
two pairs from R2/3-4 RP, with the left stamp showing
no stop after 'A' and the right stamp with small stop
after 'A'. O.g. with hinge remainder on the normal pair,
the variety pair lightly hinged; fine and fresh for this
rare positional multiple. Ex John Dickson 

P201002198 £1,700

452
SG 2c 1923 1d rose-red, setting I opt
(14mm with space), block of 4 from
the lower right corner of a left pane,
the lower right stamp variety 'Af.rica'
for 'Africa.', o.g. (lower pair, inclg
variety, unmounted). Minor marginal
bend, still a fine and scarce positional
piece. 

P212021158 £195

453
SG 55As/Bs 1927 4d grey-blue triangular, type 7 English opt and type 8
Afrikaans overprints, perf 11½, H/S "SPECIMEN" in violet (Samuel type
SA5, inverted on the latter), unmounted o.g. and rare thus. 

P212021649 £175

454
SG 56s 1927-30 1/3d violet, type 10 'S.W.A.' overprint, handstamped
'SPECIMEN' (type SA5) in violet, unmounted o.g., very scarce in this
condition 

P223000935 £95
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457
SG O1/4 Official. 1926 set of 4 horizontal pairs to 6d, type O1/2 opts, fresh large part o.g. to o.g. 1d pair with
unobtrusive crease at foot, and one 6d with a short perf, still very fine appearance. Only 1200 pairs of each value
printed. (cat £550) 

P190009859 £425

458
SG D3a Postage Due. 1923 2d black and violet, De La Rue printing, setting I opt (14mm space, with hyphen), lower
left corner horizontal pair, right stamp showing variety "Wes" for "West" (R10/2), fresh unmounted o.g. Less than
200 possible and very scarce in this condition and positional form. 

P223003178 £395

SOUTHERN NIGERIA

459
SG 9 1901-02 QV 10s black and purple/yellow, brilliant o.g. 

P190009529 £150

460
SG Oct-20 1902 (12 JUN) undenominated master die proof of the adopted 'POSTAGE REVENUE' design, with
uncleared tablets, surround and areas below country name, in black on glazed card (92x60mm), stamped
'BEFORE/HARDENING' at upper right and dated in blue at upper left. An important and highly desirable early
stage proof. 

P212017308 £950
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461
SG 33/44 1907-11 New colours set of 12 to £1, large part o.g. Odd minor blemishes (6d tone specks on gum, 5s
short perf), still an attractive set with very fresh colours. (cat £400) 

P190009811 £325

462
SG 33s/44s 1907-11 New colours set of 12 to £1, wmk MCA, opt 'SPECIMEN', brilliant large part o.g. 6d with slight
rubbing as often, still a very fine set. 

P190010777 £375

SOUTHERN RHODESIA

463
SG Jan-14 1924-29 ½d to 5s set of 14, each fine commercially used and tied to piece by complete cds, including 2d
and 3d with 'ANTELOPE MINE',10d and 2s 'HUNTERS ROAD', and 1s6d and 5s 'PAQUEBOT'. Odd minor
blemishes (including 10d with short perfs at top) still a very fine selected set which would be extremely difficult to
replicate. 

P223003253 £450
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464
SG 1c 1924-29 'Admiral' ½d blue-green, a remarkable left marginal interpane block of 22 (11x2) from the
junction of the upper and lower left and right panes with full Waterlow imprint in the horizontal gutter,
perforated at left and right edges only (and to left of vertical gutter) with the remaining stamps ERROR
IMPERFORATE VERTICALLY. Separated and rejoined along the vertical gutter otherwise unmounted o.g.
Trivial blemishes, still exceptional condition for such an item. A spectacular multiple of great rarity, and a
wonderful exhibition showpiece. 

P212022602 £12,500

Show
n at 65%
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465
SG 8var 1924 8d purple and pale green, lower right
corner marginal strip of three, variety BLIND PERFS
BETWEEN STAMP AND MARGIN, fresh unmounted
o.g. (Lightly mounted in margin only.) A few separated
perfs between left two stamps mentioned for accuracy,
still an interesting and elusive variety which affected
R6/7-10 on just four sheets, the perfs getting
progressively shallower from left to right. Of the sixteen
which existed, just this strip and two others are
recorded according to Peetoom (2020). 

P223003222 £1,600

466
SG 11 1924 1s6d black and yellow, horizontal pair tied
to parcel piece with 1d bright rose by complete
'SHABANI' cds dated "22.AUG.30" Attractive and
scarce. 

P223003229 £100

467
SG 12var 1929 2s black and brown, upper right corner marginal block of eight showing sheet number '292', variety
IMPERF BETWEEN STAMP AND MARGIN, fresh unmounted o.g. A choice multiple of this key variety of which
just three strips of ten examples existed. The most desirable example possible of this rarity, being the largest
recorded multiple in the finest possible condition. 

P223004012 £6,500

468
SG 14, 10, 9 1926 (September) Parcel piece bearing 5s blue and blue green (pale shade), 10d blue and rose, and 1s
black and light blue, tied to piece by part 'SELUKWE' cds dated "1? SEP 1926". Faintest traces of toning, still a very
rare commercial franking which includes the two key values in the set! 

P223003227 £250
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469
SG 14 1931 (3 March) Parcel piece bearing 5s blue and blue green, 1s black and light blue and 1d bright rose, tied
by virtually complete Salisbury Registration cds dated "-3 MAR 1931". 5s with tiny tear and crease at lower left
corner, still a highly attractive commercial usage of this popular high value. (cat £195) 

P223003226 £100

470
SG 14 1924 5s blue and blue-green, very fine horizontal pair, and 4d black and orange-red, each tied to small piece
with 'GATOOMA' cds dated '16 JUL 1929' A scarce multiple in a delightful turquoise shade. 

P223002999 £350

471
SG 14 1924 5s blue and blue-green, horizontal pair, and 4d black and orange-red,tied to small piece by complete
'SHAMVA' cds dated '20 JUN 1930' Faint corner crease at upper left, and with trivial colour run at foot, still a scarce
commercially used multiple. (cat £360) 

P223003001 £275
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472
SG 99a 1964 1s blue-green and ochre, horizontal strip of 10 (separated at centre) with side margins, the second,
third and fourth stamps ALL showing ERROR BLUE GREEN (QUEEN AND EMERALDS) OMITTED, the
fifth partially omitted, unmounted o.g. A magnificent and spectacular showpiece, and one of the great QEII
errors. Only 30 complete examples of the error are believed to exist, from two different sheets. [N.B. It is
estimated that only two or three rows from one sheet existed showing complete omission on THREE stamps,
whereas other rows showed complete omission on one or two stamps only.] 

P201013865 £19,500

Show
n at 55%
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473
SG 9 1929 (3 JAN) registered cover front from Salisbury to Bulawayo bearing 1924-29 10d blue and rose horizontal
strip of three, tied by 'SALISBURY' cds dated "3-.JAN.1929" with manuscript Registration markings at left in blue
crayon. A highly attractive philatelic usage of this popular Admiral, elusive in used condition. 

P223003082 £225

474
SG 2, 8 1929 (22 JUL) registered cover from Salisbury to Falmouth UK bearing 1924-29 1d bright rose x2 and 8d
purple and pale green Admirals, tied by 'SALISBURY' Registration cds dated "22.JUL-29" with pink Registration
label at left. Cover opened two sides with small portion of flap neatly removed, still a scarce and attractive franking,
the 8d a particularly difficult stamp to find on cover. 

P223003078 £250
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STELLALAND

475
SG 1 1884 (29 Feb) 1d red, block of four, large part o.g. Suspicion of perf toning, and upper left stamp with a pulled
perf, nevertheless a very scarce multiple with fresh colour. (cat £900+). 

P223001292 £600

476
SG 2 1884 (29 Feb) 3d orange, block of four, large part o.g. Minor blemishes (upper left stamp with a trace of perf
toning), still an attractive multiple with fresh colour. Scarce and well above average for this issue. 

P223001297 £150

477
SG 02-Mar 1884 (29 Feb) 3d orange x2 and 4d olive-grey, USED with different transit cancels. One 3d with
characteristic M/S date (2/3/84 ?), and blue crayon line, overstruck by bold "6" target of Christiana (Transvaal). the
second 3d (RPS cert 1964) with fine "232" barred numeral of Barkly West (C.G.H.), the 4d with very fine large part
"CLOCOLAN/O.V. (STAAT)" double-circle cds (12 NOV ?84) in RED (Batten type 228). Slight faults as to be
expected (4d with clipped perfs at left), nevertheless a fascinating and unrepeatable trio, such transit postmarks
being many times rarer than the manuscript dates usually encountered on this issue. 

P223001312 £1,250
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479
SG 53ab 1931-37 Air 2p black and orange,
variety "Frame printed double, one albino",
with the albino impression displaced 5mm
below and 11mm to the left of the printed
design (clearly visible under a raking light),
fresh large part o.g. Minor mark on gum,
still fine and rare. (cat £850) 

P190001853 £750

480
SG 53dx 1931-37 Air 2½p magenta and blue, perf 11½x12½,
right marginal block of 4, variety wmk reversed, brilliant o.g. Very
fine and desirable with margin, allowing the variety to be seen
from face. 

P190011010 £1,100

478
SG 3 1884 4d olive-grey, lower right quarter sheet of 24 (4x6) with corner margins, unmounted o.g. Odd minor
gum bends and suspicion of perf toning, still a fine and lovely piece. (cat £960++) 

P223002609 £750

SUDAN
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481
SG 68a 1935 Air 15m on 10m black and carmine, vertical strip of
six with sheet margin at top, ERROR SURCHARGE DOUBLE,
very fine o.g. (five stamps unmounted). A splendid showpiece
multiple of this spectacular error, of which only one sheet of 50
existed, and particularly desirable in this form, showing the
second surcharge misplaced to the top with an impression in the
margin. Ex Danson (RL 28 Apr 1977). BPA cert (2011). 

P190017106 £6,000
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485
SG O39 Official. 1936-46 2p purple and orange-yellow,
type O4 opt, chalk-surfaced paper, lower left corner
block of 4 with plate number "3", unmounted o.g.
(typical brownish gum). Trivial bend, still a fine and
attractive positional block. 

P223001700 £75

486
SG O39a Official. 1936-46 2p purple and orange-
yellow, type O4 opt, ordinary (substitute) paper, upper
left corner block of 4 with plate number "4",
unmounted o.g. Attractive and very scarce in this
positional form. 

P223001701 £275

482
SG 70c 1935 Air 2½p on 5m black
and green, error SURCHARGE
INVERTED, lower left corner
example, brilliant o.g. Only one
sheet of 50 existed, and very
desirable in this unique positional
form. 

P15606069 £1,000

483
SG 72 1935 Air 7½p on 4½p red-brown and grey, proof surcharge in RED,
upper right corner marginal block of 4, the lower pair showing variety
Arabic " " for "½", very fine o.g. (mounted in margins only). A very rare and
desirable positional multiple. Only two proof sheets with red surcharge
existed. Ex Danson and Boston. BPA cert (2011). 

P190001747 £1,500

484
SG 123/139 1951-61 set of 17 to 50p., unmounted o.g. 

P212022407 £120
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SG O39ca Official. 1936-46 4p ultramarine and black, type O4 opt, ordinary (substitute) paper, upper left corner
block of 4 with plate number "4", unmounted o.g. (hinged in margin). Tiny traces of gum yellowing, still very fine
fresh appearance. Attractive and very scarce in this positional form. 

P223001702 £295

488
SG O40a Official. 1936-46 5p chestnut and green, type O4 opt, ordinary (substitute) paper, upper marginal block of
4 with plate number "4", unmounted o.g. (hinged in margin). Minor marginal separation, still an attractive and very
scarce multiple. 

P223001705 £395
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489
SG O41a Official. 1936-46 10p black and bright mauve, type O4 opt, ordinary (substitute) paper, upper left corner
block of 4 with plate number "4", unmounted o.g. (hinged in margin). One short perf, still attractive and very scarce
in this positional form. 

P223001703 £275

490
SG 1896 (24 AUG) stampless cover to London, Anley correspondence (with contents), endorsed 'Active Service / No
stamps / Available' at upper right, showing fine 'WADI-HALFA / CAMP' despatch cds (26 AU 96) and boxed 'T' and
'2½D / F.B.' tax marks on face. South Kensington backstamp (SP 9). Backflap detached and re-affixed, still very fine
appearance. 

P190017081 £275
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491
SG 1896 (8 SEP) stampless cover to London, Anley correspondence (with contents), endorsed 'Active Service / No
stamps' at upper right, showing very fine 'WADI-HALFA / CAMP' despatch cds (11 SE 96) and boxed 'T' and '2½D /
F.B.' tax marks on face. Cairo transit backstamp (18 IX 96). Trivial cover blemishes, still very fine. 

P190017082 £350

492
SG 1896 (8 OC) stampless cover to London, Sloggett correspondence, endorsed 'Active Service / No stamps
obtainable' with sender's name and 'S.M.O. British Troops / Dongola / 25.9.96' clearly inscribed at lower left,
showing fine 'WADI-HALFA / CAMP' despatch cds and boxed 'T' and '2½D / F.B.' tax marks on face. Cairo (13 X)
and London (OC 21) backstamps. A very fine campaign cover. 

P190017083 £350
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SWAZILAND

493
SG 9 1889-90 10s dull chestnut, type 1 opt on Transvaal, fresh large part o.g. Plated to R4/2 on the sheet. Odd
shortish perfs, still very fine and far above average for this very rare and delicate stamp. Only five panes of 60
printed, one of which is retained in the South African postal archives. BPA cert (2013). 

P201003564 £5,500

494
SG 21s/24s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 6d perf 'SPECIMEN' (type B9), unmounted o.g., a few slight bends and
the 6d with one shorter perf, otherwise fine and very scarce in this condition. 

P223001532 £150

495
SG 28/38a 1938-54 set of 11 to 10s, unmounted o.g. 

P212022342 £95

496
SG 28s/38s 1938(-54) set of 11 to 10s, perf 'SPECIMEN' (type D20), fresh large part o.g. A desirable set with
fascinating provenance. Ex Third Reich presentation album of UPU specimen stamps, specially prepared and hand
illustrated in 1941, entitled 'Die Raubpolitik Englands im Spiegel der Briefmarke' (The Imperial plunder of
England, mirrored in stamps). The album was reported by Stamp magazine (September 1995) to have been found
in the Fuhrer's private study at his Berghof mountain retreat at Berchtesgaden by an American serviceman when
the war ended in 1945. 

P212022713 £325
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497
SG 65a 1961 ½c on ½d black and orange with error
inverted surcharge, unmounted o.g., from the single
sheet of sixty that existed 

P201000355 £1,900

498
SG 74b 1961 Decimal surcharge 25ct on 2/6d Type II at
lower left, fine unmounted o.g. Scarce, only 600
printed 

P223000590 £800

499
SG 75b 1961 50c on 5s deep lilac and slate-black, the
very scarce type III surcharge, unmounted o.g. Very
scarce with only 360 issued. Usual 'B & K' handstamp
on reverse. 

P223000591 £950

500
SG 76b 1961 1r on 10/- surcharge Type III, unmounted
o.g. 

P201000394 £120

501
SG 77b 1961 Decimal surcharges R2 on £1 black and
turquoise-blue, Type II surcharge at base of stamp,
unmounted o.g. Only 2160 printed 

P201000395 £150

TANGANYIKA

502
SG 93/107 1927-31 set of 16 to £1, large part o.g. A few lower values with minor imperfections, still an attractive set
with the 2s to £1 fine (10s upper marginal with sheet number "278"). (cat £500) 

P212021003 £350
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503
SG 104 1927-31 3s black, very fine used with large part
'DAR ES SALAAM' cds. Scarce in fine used condition. 

P223003411 £130

TOGO

504
SG H7 1914 (17 Sep) 40pf black and carmine, type 1
opt (3mm spacing between lines), very fine o.g. BPA
cert (1981) as old SG 7. 

P212021156 £250

505
SG H34e 1915 (May) ½d green with Type 7 overprint,
Plate 1 block of six with R10/3 CCUPATION variety,
unmounted o.g. 

P212002884 £150

TRANSVAAL

506
SG 116a 1877-79 1d red/blue, imperf with good (at
foot) or large margins, type 6 opt in black, showing
error 'Transvral' (right pane, R2/3), neatly used with
small part target cancel which leaves error clear. Minor
smudge from cancellation ink, still far above average
for this. The first example of this rarity we can recall
handling. Lars Jørgensen cert (2019) notes 'Very Fine'.
(cat £2500) 

P190017286 £1,950

507
SG 258 1903 £1 green and violet, wmk CA, large part
o.g. Scarce. 

P190010223 £350

508
SG 259 1903 £5 orange-brown and violet, large part
o.g. A fine example of this key high value. BPA cert
(2008). 

P190010224 £2,250

509
SG Revenue: 1902 2s6d grey-brown and orange, wmk
CC, variety INVERTED CENTRE, fresh large part o.g.
Trivial short perf at lower left, still a fine and fresh
example of this extraordinary De La Rue error,
completely free of the usual creasing or wrinkles. 

P223002444 £495
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TRANSVAAL WOLMARANSSTAD

513
SG 5 1900 (24 June) 3d purple and green, type L3 'Cancelled / V.R.I.' handstamp in blue showing irregular
placement of the two lines, very fine large part o.g. An exceptional example of this rarity, of which probably only 20-
30 were issued, many of which were used or are no longer in fine condition. Illustrated on p.26 of 'The
Wherewithal of Wolmaransstad' by Birkhead and Groenewald. 

P201003560 £3,500
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TRANSVAAL
RUSTENBURG

511
SG 2 1900 1d rose-red and green, type R1 H/S in
violet, very fine used, tied to small piece, by small part
violet cds. Initialed on reverse by David Brandon. 

P223002443 £110

TRANSVAAL
SCHWEIZER

RENECKE

512
SG 2 1900 (Sept) 1d rose-red and green, type SR1
handstamp (reading upwards) on Transvaal, neatly
cancelled by virtually complete strike of 'SCHWEIZER
RENEKE' cds, dated '11 SEPT.00'. Very fine and scarce. 

P223000457 £350

510
SG RO13 1907 (5 SEP) large part blue OHMS double-rate cover to East London franked by 1907 2d black and
purple, MCA wmk, perfin "C S / A R" (type RO2 of Orange River Colony), tied by fine Johannesburg cds.
Monogram on flap with East London arrival b/s dated "SP 27 07". Minor blemishes (inclg filing fold) do not detract
from fine appearance. An attractive item, with any CSAR perfin very rare on cover. Ex Drysdall. 

P189003859 £375
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514
SG 3, var 1895 (20 Mar) typewritten 30(c) black, wide letters, wide stamps,
horizontal strip of 3 with complete border at left and partial borders at top and
bottom, unused. Some characteristic light creasing (and centre stamp with minute
pinholes) but a very rare and remarkable multiple, with the centre stamp 22½mm
wide, whereas the left stamp is only 18mm wide and therefore potentially
qualifying as SG 22. (cat £6000++). [For a somewhat similar strip of the 50(c), See
Dale-Lichtenstein (Harmer NY 14/3/91), lot 396]. 

P13409089 £5,500

UGANDA
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Show
n at 80%

515
SG 4 1895 (20 Mar) Typewritten 40(c) black,
wide letters, stamp 21mm wide, fresh
unused with complete borders. Minor
creasing (at top), as nearly always with the
first issue, still an exceptional example. Very
rare in unused condition. Ex Dunstan
(Sotheby 26/9/1985, lot 5), with BPA cert
(2007) as former SG7. (cat £6000). 

P15615351 £5,000

516
SG 35/43 1895 (Nov) typewritten in violet, narrow letters,
stamps 18mm wide, unused VERTICAL SE-TENANT
STRIP OF 9 COMPRISING THE COMPLETE SET,
arranged 30/40/50/100/15/10/5/25/20, with the last two
values inverted and separated by a margin with part M/S
sheet make-up details '11 @ 10 11'. (The pair at foot
rejoined, apparently at the time of production). Light
horizontal creases but good colour and in a remarkable
state of preservation for such an item. A wonderful
exhibition piece of the highest rarity. Ex Dr Scott (Harmer
SA 6/6/2008, lot 1025) and Dunstan (Sotheby 26/9/85, lot
40). 

G1671426 £25,000
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518
SG 42G 1896 1a carmine-rose, type
1 opt on British East Africa, variety
No dot over "i" (with broken capital
"Z", no serif to "b", and second "z"
small and raised) from R2/1 of the
setting for the ½a to 2½a values,
fine used. Rare, one of only 30
possible. 

P223003412 £75

519
SG 44B 1896 4½a orange-yellow,
type 1 opt on B.E.A., variety Broken
"p" for "n" from R3/2 of the setting,
brilliant large part o.g. Trivial gum
wrinkles, still very fine. Maximum
of 41 possible. 

P223003400 £175

520
SG 45G 1896 5a yellow-bistre, type
1 opt on B.E.A., variety No dot over
"i" from opt setting 3, R2/5, part o.g.
Faint gum toning, still fine
appearance. Only 30 possible from
this position. and most will have
been used. Ex Minns. 

P223003398 £150

ZANZIBAR

517
SG 22/22j/22k 1895 (30 Nov) '2½' on 1½a sepia, type 2 surcharge in red, first surcharge setting (fraction '½' 5mm
tall), INTACT PANE OF 120 (12x10) from the top half of the sheet with margin at left and interpane gutter at foot,
showing the COMPLETE OVERPRINT SETTING 1 including the major errors 'Zanzidar' (R4/6, 8/5) and
'Zanizbar' (R1/9), o.g. (stamps mostly unmounted). Slight imperfections (gum stains, minor separation) but one of
only two complete panes of the first overprint setting believed to exist, and the only pane known with surcharge. A
wonderful and unique exhibition showpiece, and clearly one of the most important Zanzibar provisional items in
existence. Ex T.W. Hall, Danson, Sturton and Griffith-Jones (mounted on his exhibition page with detailed charts of
the overprint setting). 

P223000257 £13,000
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525
SG 184b 1898 4½a orange, wmk 18, variety "No
fraction bar at right" (R2/1), very fine used. 

P223003231 £110

526
SG 254 1922(c.) 75c printer's sample in sepia on thick
wove, perf 14, opt "SPECIMEN" (Samuel type DS1).
Such perforated examples are rare. 

P223003416 £150

521
SG 46F 1896 7½a mauve, type 1 opt on B.E.A., variety
"Second z Gothic" (with inverted "q" for "b") from opt
setting 3, R7/5, fresh large part o.g. Only 30 possible.
Ex Minns. 

P223003399 £195

522
SG 46G 1896 7½a mauve, type 1 opt on B.E.A.,
horizontal pair, the right stamp variety No dot over "i"
(with broken capital "Z", no serif to "b", and second "z"
small and raised), fresh large part o.g. Fascinating and
scarce. Only 1800 (= 30 sheets) issued. 

P223003401 £275

523
SG 165a 1896 (Dec) 4½a orange, wmk single rosette,
showing the constant pantograph variety No right serif
to left-hand "4" (R1/1), fine used. Very scarce. 

P223003414 £275

524
SG 179, 179a 1898 1a, wmk 18, two examples
respectively in indigo and greenish black, each as a
block of 4, unmounted o.g. Attractive multiples. 

P223003233 £55
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527
SG 261s/75s 1914-22 set of 14 to 10r, wmk MCA, opt "SPECIMEN", fresh large part o.g. to o.g. Typical centring and
odd gum creases, still well above average. (cat £400) 

P223003225 £295
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528
SG 264s, 265s 1914-22 8c purple/pale yellow and 10c myrtle/pale yellow, wmk MCA, the 1922 additional values, opt
"SPECIMEN", each in a horizontal strip of 3, brilliant o.g. Attractive and rare in this form, the largest multiples that
can exist. 

P223003228 £150

529
SG 310/22 1936 New currency set of 13 to 10s, unmounted o.g. 

P201009103 £120

530
SG D9a Postage Due. 1926-30 18c black/salmon, type D1, lower left corner vertical pair (with characteristic narrow
margins for this colour), the upper stamp (R4/1) variety "cent.s", fine used with large part "26 OC 33" cds. Very
scarce. 

P223002945 £350

531
SG D10a Postage Due. 1926-30 18c black/orange, type D1, lower left corner vertical pair (trimmed margins), the
upper stamp (R4/1) variety "cent.s", fine used with large part "26 OC 33" cds. Very scarce. (cat £490+) 

P223002946 £425
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532
SG 41/3 1896 (2 JU) cover, locally addressed in a neat and attractive hand to "Lt C. Charrington, H.M.S. "Philomel",
Zanzibar", with 1896 (23 May - 1 June) British East Africa ½a yellow-green, 1a carmine-rose and 2½a deep blue,
type 1 opts each with second "z" normal, tied by individual crisp strikes of cds. A delightful and very rare cover with
this lovely three-colour franking, superb in every respect, bearing the complete "on B.E.A." set at this date (as the
other values did not appear until 12th August). Only 1800 each issued of the ½a and 1a, just 1200 of the 2½a. [The
ship name is a poetic synonym for "nightingale". H.M.S. Philomel was a Pearl class cruiser commissioned in 1890,
serving on anti-slavery patrol in East Africa, and a few months later played a central role in the so-called "shortest
war in history", the Anglo-Zanzibari war of 27 Aug 1896, bombarding the Sultan's palace for 38 minutes (!) to
suppress a coup. In 1914 she became the flagship of the New Zealand navy, taking part in the occupation of Samoa,
and seeing action in the eastern Mediterranean and Persian Gulf.] 

P223003413 £1,250
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533
SG 156, 157, 159, 160, 162 1897 (16 JU) registered "SCHEITHAUER" cover to Germany, franked by 1896 ½a to 3a,
tied by five strikes of small "REG" cds, with Dresden arrival (10.7) backstamp. Very fine and attractive. 

P223003247 £175
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534
SG 156, 157, 159, 160 1897 (16 OC) printed "Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Gesellschaft. Zanzibar." cover with matching
lilac and white "lion" embossed seal on reverse, used registered to Wurttemberg (readdressed to Baden on arrival),
franked at 7½a (5½a postage + 2a registration) by 1896 ½a yellow-green x2, 1a indigo pair, 2a red-brown and 2½a
bright blue, tied by individual strikes of small "REG" cds, with s/l "REGISTERED" and "R" in circle h/s alongside.
Backstamped at Schweiningen (5 NOV) and Mannheim (6.11). Slight creasing and edge toning, but a very scarce
usage. 

P223003240 £125
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535
SG 181, 185 1899 (16 FE and 13 JY) two covers respectively to Tanga and Gibraltar, the first franked at double rate
by 1898 5a bistre, the second franked by 1898 2½a bright blue, both tied by fine to very strikes of type KD10
squared circle. The first backstamped at Tanga (25/2), the second at Suez (26 VII), Alexandria (27 VII) and
Gibraltar (AU 5). Odd blemishes (the latter lightly toned) still a neat and attractive pair of single frankings. 

P223003237 £150
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Notes
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PLEASE NOTE Overseas customers MUST quote a telephone number or the order cannot be 
dispatched. Please complete ALL sec� ons of this form to allow us to process the order.

I authorise you to 
charge my

Card 
No.

Valid 
from

Expiry 
date

CVC No.
(4 if Amex)

Issue No. 
(Maestro only)

  Mastercard   Visa     Amex   Maestro 

Name

Address

     

Postcode

Tel No.

Email

Cheque

CVC No. is the last three digits on the back of your card (4 if Amex)

Signature

Full name as it appears on card

Date

(Maestro 
only)

 Page No. SG Number P Number Product                                                               

GOODS TOTAL

ALL POSTAGE          FREE 

ORDER TOTAL

Please complete all sec� ons of this form to avoid delays in processing your order.

FREE POST ON ALL ORDERS 

Price £  Total £

Payment & address details Bank Transfer - Barclays
Acc: Stanley Gibbons Ltd
Acc No: 03544117 Sort Code: 20-00-00
Swi�  Code: BARCGB22  IBAN: GB78BARC20000003544117

(made payable 
to Stanley Gibbons Ltd)

Commonwealth 
Department

399 Strand, London
WC2R 0LX

Click
www.stanleygibbons.

com

Email
cw@stanleygibbons.com

Visit
399 Strand, London 

WC2R 0LX
020 7557 4415

Call 
Andrew Mansi 020 7557 4455
George James 020 7557 4404
Robert Smith 020 7557 4459 

5 Easy Ways To Order 

Your Order 

(Please note change of bank details)

Commonwealth Order Form - Africa
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WANTS LIST

Further details about your collec� ng interests

If you want to discuss your collec� on or wants in further detail please contact us, we’ll be happy to off er advice and guidance.

Descrip� on/Country Descrip� on/CountrySG 
cat. no.

SG 
cat. no.
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